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FOREWORD

This is one of three volumes of the final report prepared by Research

Triangle Institute, Durham, North Carolina under NASA contract NASw-905,

"Development of Reliability Methodology for Syste_ Engineering". This work was

administered under the technical direction of the Office of Reliability and

Quality Assurance, NASA Headquarters with Mr. John E. Condon, Director, as

technical contract monitor.

The effort under this contract began in April 1964, to continue for

approximately two years and was performed jointly by personnel from the Institute's

Solid State Laboratory and Statistics Research Division. Dr. R. M. Burger was

technical director with W. S. Thompson serving as project leader. The principal

contributors to this report were A. C. Nelson, C. A. Krohn and W. S. Thompson.

J. R. Batts and C. A. Clayton wrote the computer programs and performed the

appropriate analyses. Dr. R. F. Drenick of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute served

as consultant on this work.
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PREFACE

The objective of this contract was to develop reliability methodology which

relates to various techniques which can be applied in designing reliable systems

and to extend the methodology by the development and demonstration of new tech-

niques. It was important to have available a system on which to test and demon-

strate the results. A complex static inverter was chosen for this purpose and

served this role well.

The three major areas of effort in the program are defined by the titles of

the final report volumes listed as follows:

Vol. I. Methodology: Analysis Techniques and Procedures

Vol. II. Application: Design Reliability Analysis of a 250 Volt-Ampere

Static Inverter

Vol. III. Theoretical Investigations: An Approach to a Class of Reliability

Problems

The purpose of Vol. I is to describe the mathematical techniques which are

available for performing the reliability analysis of equipment life and perform-

ance. Appropriate technique selection, coupled with proper coordination of efforts

during design, are essential for engineering reliability into equipment. Vol. II

considers the practical application of reliability analysis to circuit design and

demonstrates improvements in the identification and solution of problems using the

techniques described in Vol. I. This employs the static inverter as an example.

Vol. III describes fundamental studies in stochastic processes related to

reliability.

Other technical reports issued under this contract effort are as follows:

I. "On Certain Functionals of Normal Processes," Technical Report No. i,

September 1964.

2. "Functional Description of a 250 Volt-Ampere Static Inverter," Technical

Report No. 2, December 1964.

3. "The Variance of the Number of Zeros of Stationary Normal Processes,"

Technical Report No. 3, March 1965.

4. "Problems in Probability," Technical Report No. 4, October 1965.

5. "Reliability Analysis of Timing Channel Circuits in a Static Inverter,"

Technical Report No. 5, December 1965.

6. "ReliabilityAnalysis of Timing Channel Circuits in a Static Inverter,"

Technical Report No. 6, January 1966.
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ABSTRACT , ,

This volume describes reliability analyses for equipment in the design

stage. The major, essential reliability tasks are failure modes and effects

analyses, performance variation analyses, component stress analyses, and re-

liability prediction. The proper coordinated use of these provides the bases

for evaluating and improving the design to achieve the earliest possible assur-

ance for reliability. Analysis of the ways in which components fail and the

effects of each mode helps to determine the criticality of each component and

assists in focusing appropriate emphasis in other efforts. Comparison of

operating stresses of components to ratings determines whether components are

being properly applied. For performance variation, either an equation for

performance is necessary or else a physical model is used for direct obser-

vation and evaluation. The relative contribution of each component to the

overall variability can be assessed. Probabilistic techniques such as Monte

Carlo simulation and propagation of moments can be used to estimate the

probabilities or distributions of performance. Various end-limit techniques

provide worst-case performance values and parameter sensitivities. Reliability

predictions are based on logic relationships for combining success or failure

event probabilities of system components. Some advanced techniques consider

more than two possible results for each event. The calculation of the prob-

ability of each result is most often based on the negative exponential distri-

bution for the life of a component. Other distributions are now being employed

in simple applications, but the complexity can be overwhelming if applied

generally.
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1.0 Introduction

Goodengineering is, andwill remain, the key to reliability. But, good
engineering is more than just applying physical relationships--it makes use of

all available knowledge that benefits the effort. As systems have grown more

complex and requirements more stringent, the engineer has had to rely more and

more on assistance from other diciplines. Notably, there is a continuing interest

in applications of more and better statistical techniques to practical engineering

problems. Elementary techniques are adequate for solving many problems; however,

there are also many cases where added sophistication using models and statistical

techniques will provide distinct benefits.

In a previous contract effort (contract NASw-334) a basic study led to

formulation of a theoretical probabilistic model for reliability. This model

established a perspective for including both life and performance and their

interrelationship in analyses for reliability.

The major effort under this contract has been devoted to further development

of analytical tools and to demonstrating their use. Hajor emphasis has been on

contributions to the design stage effort, the level at which improvements in

analysis techniques are most beneficial. This allows the earliest possible

assurance that requirements are met while the design is still flexible. A

major result of this study has been the coordination and optimization of the

various design stage reliability analysis efforts. These results provide

further evidence that a sound reliability analysis methodology is evolving.

The purpose of Volume I of the final report is to describe the available

analysis techniques for reliability methodology. Attention has been focused on

electrical and electro-mechanical equipment, but many of the techniques are readily

extendible to mechanical equipment. Volume II of this report presents a detailed

design reliability analysis of a static inverter to demonstrate the role of

improved techniques in resolving design problems. The static inverter is being

developed at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center for future space system

applications and was selected as a representative space equipment for analysis in

this activity.

Section 2.0 of this volume describes the coordination of the design reliability

efforts and reviews the perspective of the designer (the decision-maker) who is

selecting the reliability analysis techniques for evaluating a proposed equipment

design. That section also describes certain basic concepts used in later sections.

Section 3.0 describes and gives examples of performance variability techniques,



including modelingconceptsand also describes the outputs and uses of the
techniques. Reliability-life techniques are similarly described in Section 4.0.
Section 5.0 discusses the use of prior information, in particular, Bayesian
decision models. Conclusionsare presented in Section 6.0. Thesecomparethe
relative merits of the techniques and cite needsfor further technique develop-
ment. Thereferences are given in Section 7.0 by sections andby appendices. A
partial bibliography of papers is also included.
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2.0 Design Reliability Analysis Concepts

This section serves both an introductory and summary role for the discus-

sion of reliability analysis techniques. A design reliability analysis procedure

is proposed for an equipment or subsystem. This procedure comprises the primary

analysis tasks that a design engineer considers at this stage of the design and

development cycle. The tools or techniques used in implementing these tasks are

only described briefly in this section; detailed procedures are presented in

Sections 3.0 and 4.0.

Reliability is defined as "the probability that the equipment successfully

performs its intended function for a specified duration while operating under

certain environmental stresses." Assuming that performance is acceptable at t ,
0

the start of the period (t t) reliability R(t) is defined in abbreviated
0' '

notation as

R(t) = Prob{"Performs intended function" in (t ,t) IEnvironment}. (i)
0

The environment represents "the totality of all factors related to the

mission that affect the equipment operation and thus contains all signal inputs,

power inputs, loads, and environmental stresses." The event "performs intended

function" is considered to represent the joint event that the equipment is

"alive" and its "performance acceptable" so that

R(t) = Prob{"Alive" and "Performance acceptable" I Environment} (2)

= Prob{"Performance acceptablel"Alive", Environment}

x Prob{"Alive"IEnvironment} ,

where the time dependence is excluded for brevity but is still implied. The

dichotomy contained in (2) conforms to the two major areas of performance and

life; however, (2) also reveals the inseparable relationship of the two through

the common environment. Thus any design action intended to increase one of the

two probabilities in (2) should also include consideration for the effect on the

other to assure that the net change is not a decrease in R(t).

The only completely satisfactory way to estimate reliability is to place

several items on test under the mission conditions and use the ratio of the

number of equipments which performed as intended to the total number used. Such

a procedure is rarely possible, especially in the early design stage, and the

only alternative is to achieve maximum assurance for reliability by performing

appropriate analyses that uncover design weaknesses in the preliminary design and

permit the selection of the best of alternate designs.



2.1 DesignReliability Analysis Perspective

Given a proposedmission and design for an equipment,the designer encounters
certain problemswith regard to howthe equipmentmaybehavein its environment.
Thereliability and performancerequirementsof the mission and the proposed
design are _,,=u=_u inputs to the designer, designatedas the decision-maker,
for analysis technique selection (see Figure i). If the equipmentis only a
slight modification of equipmentfor which considerable field experience is
available, then the analysis can be greatly simplified. Available resources,
such as the data, manpower,schedules, and computerfacilities are important
becausethese constraints can reducethe numberof reliability analysis techniques
to only a few which are appropriate.

As illustrated in Figure i, there are several general reliability tasks
which typify the various elementsof an overall analysis. Eachtask allows
treatment, to someextent, of both performanceand life. Failure modes and

effects analyses (FMEA) are procedures for considering modes of operation of

equipment components and the effects these modes have on equipment operation.

FMEA are especially useful for identifying problem areas to be considered in

other tasks. Performance variation analyses (PVA) treat contlnuous-type varia-

tions in performance characteristics using models (either mathematical or physical)

which give the relationships between performance and the component and interface

characteristics that cause the performance to vary. Component stress analyses

consider individually the components of the equipment for a comparison of actual

stresses to rated capabilities. Reliability prediction is concerned with the

probability of successful operation of an equipment using models that relate

success probability to probabilities of discrete events associated with components

and interface characteristics. Implementation of these four tasks require the

use of two basic sets of reliability techniques; performance variability and

reliabillty-life.

In applying the techniques, typical outputs are as indicated in Figure i;

i) reliability indices, 2) identification of design weaknesses, and 3) design or

safety margins. These may suggest either a redesign, a more refined analysis

technique, or further analysis using results of past experience with similar

equipment. Present results may be combined with past experience by means of

Bayesian models, reliability growth models, and/or by purely subjective consid-

erations based on engineering experience. This may lead directly to redesign or

further system considerations for possible trade-offs. Maintainability, human
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factors, physical constraints, cost/effectiveness, and optimization considerations

become important considerations in this process resulting in design or mission

modification. The procedures, as illustrated in Figure 1 may be iterated many

times during the design effort until the desired assurance (within the constraints)

is obtained.

Typical objectives of the reliability analysis tasks conforming to the

output information are (i) to identify and remove possible causes of failure and

degradation_ (2) to apportion tolerances and bal_L_ce design (or safety) margins,

and (3) to obtain reliability indices. Primary reliance on any one task or

technique will not fulfill the desired objectives; it is only through the appropriate

coordination of the tasks and proper selection of the techniques that the objectives

will be achieved.

The selection process requires a full understanding of what techniques are

available, how they are applied, what inputs are required and what useful output

they can provide. Later _ections of this report are devoted to more detailed

identification and description of available techniques. Special emphasis has been

on performance variability techniques, this being an area which is conventionally

less formalized and in which the need for promoting a better understanding to the

design engineer is recognized. Reliability-life analysis techniques have received

similar emphasis, but in less depth because experience with their application is

more common.

The specific design reliability analysis tasks and their coordination are

described in the following section. The tools or techniques which are available

for implementing these tasks are discussed briefly in Section 2.3 and in further

detail in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of this report.

2.2 Coordination of Reliability Analysis Tasks

The four tasks are strongly interrelated and it is through the appropriate

coordination of their use that maximum utility is derived for contributions to

reliability. The interrelationship is illustrated in Figure 2. This figure

represents an expansion of a portion of Figure 1 with emphasis on the analysis

tasks, their coordination, and outputs.

As input to the analysis the mission and the proposed design are designated.

Output information may vary in sophistication from qualitative judgements to

detailed calculation of predicted success probabilities. Appropriate interpre-

tation and use of the output information affects other program efforts such as:
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(a) the selection of design configurations and design techniques,

(b) the selection of parts and materials,

(c) the testing of hardware (either breadboards, experimental models

or prototype models),

(d) the methods used in fabrication of hardware,

(e) the preparation of specifications,

(f) the procedures used in operation, calibration and checkout, and

(g) the employment of th_ and product°

The analysis flow allows for many approaches of varying complexity. The

aim is to coordinate the tasks in order to make the best use of available resources

and, since the tasks are interrelated, to emphasize the need for careful planning.

The process is iterative through the feedback paths shown in Figure 1 to allow for

refining and updating the analyses as the equipment is modified and more informa-

tion becomes available.

2.2.1 Functional Analyses

Functional analyses are concerned primarily with digesting all pertinent

input information and translating it into forms useful for the other tasks. The

basic approach to performing the reliability analysis tasks is modeling--designating

important performance characteristics of the equipment and determining cause and

effect relationships between the characteristics and the factors that influence

their behavior. This allows evaluation of both equipment performance and life.

The modeling concept is thus the basis for the information gathered in the

functional analysis. Modeling concepts are described in more detail below for

further clarification.

Systems are composed of elements (such as subsystems, circuits, or piece-

parts) and the elements are functionally interrelated in that the behavior of

each element is influenced by the behavior of others. Such functional decomposi-

tion of a system is one effort of functional analysis; however, the system or

equipment being analyzed is itself first viewed as an element.

A general functional model of an element of a system is shown in Figure 3.

The X's are input variables which, in general, define the total environment of all

signal inputs, power inputs, loads, and environmental stresses. The U's similarly

are variables representing internal characteristics of the element. For example,

if the element is a circuit the U's may represent such factors as resistance, tran-

sistor gain or the dimension of a printed circuit. The Y's are attributes or the



performancecharacteristics of interest designated to characterize the operation of
the element. For example,gain andbandwidthmaybe designatedas performanceattri-
butes of an amplifier. All of the variables are considered to be functions of time,

and in concept, there exists a functional relationship

Y.j(t) = gj[Xl(t), ..., _(t), Ul(t), ..., UM(t)] (3)

relating each of the Y's to the X's and U's. In general, the X's, Y's and U's are

considered random processes, and reliability analyses are aimed in concept, toward

probabilistic treatment of these variables over time. Because all three exhibit

analogous modes of behavior, further discussion will be limited to the attributes.

There are two broad classes of behavior. They are characterized by attribute varia-

tion ending in an abrupt change, catastrophic failure, and variation which does not

end abruptly, performance variation or deKradation. The former behavior is typically

illustrated by an opening or a shorting of a resistor and the latter by a degradation

or drift of resistance with time due to aging and input variations. (The definition

of "abrupt" is subjective and in reality intermediate forms of attribute behavior or

"mavericks" may exist; another possible definition is that those attributes whose

behavior does not conform to a functional model descriptive of a general population

are designated as catastrophic failures.) The relationship of these two classes of

behavior to the two events, "alive" and "performance acceptable" in the reliability

definition given by equation (2) is apparent.

xlI ELEMENT

X2 _ U I, U2,. , U M

(e.g., R, C, hE )

Signals
Power

Load

Environmental

stresses

yj(t) = gj[x,(t),

Y2 v- ]

"I
YN .

Attributes

Performance

characteristics

, XL(t), Ul(t), •

Figure 3 Functional Model of a Single Element

(To other elements)

, UM(t) ]



Within this modeling framework,the aim of functional analysis is to identify
the attributes and their regions of acceptable variation and to specify the factors
that influence their variation. This entails careful scrutiny of all signal inputs,

power inputs, loads, and environmental stresses, taking into account their functional
forms and operational profiles. Also involved is the functional decompositionof the
equipmentin order to identify the internal characteristics in terms of attributes of
lower level elementsand the functional relationships amongthe elements.

Thefunctional ana]ys_salone frequently provide u_ful output information.
Typically, they mayreveal inadequatesafety margins in interface characteristics
or discrepancies in operational requirements.

2.2.2 Failure Modesand Effects Analyses

Experiencehas shownthat a failure modesandeffects analysis is important
and should be initiated as early as possible in the design effort. Briefly, modes
of operation of lower level elementsare identified and their effect on the equip-
mentnoted. For analysis of a complexsystem, failure modesmaybe limited to
those for subsystemswith identification of failed modessuch as

(a) prematureoperation,
(b) failure to operate at a prescribed time,
(c) failure to ceaseoperation at a prescribed time, and
(d) failure during operation.

Other degradedmodessuchas excessnoise or high output voltage maybe introduced
but this adds to the complexity of the analysis. For smaller elements, i.e., cir-
cuits, the analysis extends to failure modesof piece-parts, typically considering
opens, shorts, anddrift modesfor their effect on the circuit.

Eachof the componentmodesconsidered in conjunction with those of other
componentsdefines a modeof behavior, but not necessarily distinct modes,of the
equipment. (Thesemodesare not necessarily distinct as more than one combination
of componentmodesmayresult in the samesystembehavior.) If the effect of a
modeof behavior on the equipmentis detrimental, this becomesuseful output
information.

A major purposein the failure modes and effects analysis is the designation

of problems to which the other techniques may be usefully applied. Some use of

performance variation analysis is required in identifying the effect of a component

failure. As noted above, it may be obvious in some cases and in others, require

only simple calculations; however, an extensive analysis may sometimes be required

i0



and discretion shouldbe used in deciding whether the effort is justified. This
judgementis influenced by the time and cost for determining the effect, the likeli-
hood of the failure occurring, and the penalty for not knowingthe effect. Also,
if a componentfailure denotesa range of uncertainty in the behavior of an impor-
tant attribute, this maydictate the needfor further modelingeffort using some
of the performancevariability techniques.

Componentfailure modesidentified in the failure modesand effects analyses
are also considered in the componentsstress analyses. For example, if an open
failure of a particular resistor causesfailure of the system, this mayspecify
moreemphasison the electrical and thermal stresses that can causethe failure.
This may, in turn, identify the needfor morederating, heat sinking or similar
remedy.

Failure modesare direct inputs to the reliability prediction for specifying
the componentstates to be included in a logic model. Methodsfor treating two or
morecomponentstates in prediction are described in Section 4.

Initially, it is usually impossible to designate the effects of all component
modes. Theanalysis canbe updatedand refined as moreinformation is obtained.
Theproblemof dimensionality is prevalent and an objective is to abstract the more
important modesfor consideration. There is a needfor further research in pro-
cedures in this task.

2.2.3 PerformanceVariation Analyses

Performanceattributes are designatedin the functional analyses to character-
ize the operation of the system. Performancevariation analyses (PVA)treat the
continuous-type variations in behavior of these attributes for the systemmodesof
interest identified in the failure modes and effects analysis. Major emphasis is

usually on normal modes of operation when all components are operating in a non-

failed state but possess inherent variability. The major concern with PVA is the

likelihood or assurance that specific requirements are met.

In general, the treatment is with models, either mathematical or physical,

which relate the attributes to influencing factors and use them for investigating

the effects of variability. The types of results available from these are:

(a) attribute sensitivities to variations in input and internal part

characteristics,

(b) sources of variation,

ii



(c) regions of variations for input and internal part characteristics
that result in acceptable performance,

(d) worst-case values of attributes,
(e) attribute distribution characteristics (means,variances, percentiles,

etc.), and
(f) probabilities of acceptable performancefor given input conditions.

Thesecan be direct outputs for use in makingdesign decisions, in estimating
componentstresses, or in obtaining reliability predictions. For example, the use
of a computernetwork analysis programsuchas NET-I, yields the major attributes
of the circuit such as gain or output pulse rise time and also the electrical
stresses such as voltage, current and powerdissipation of each component. Suc-
cessive computationsmayinclude variations of input and internal part characteris-
tics to yield worst-case values of distribution characteristics of these stresses.

As described under failure modesand effects analyses, performancevariability

techniques are useful also in determining effects of failed components. For example,
computernetwork analysis programscan simulate various failure modes(open, short,
etc.) with the resulting attribute value and computedstresses for other components
indicating the effect.

2.2.4 ComponentStress Analyses

In stress analyses componentsof the systemare considered individually
for a comparisonof actual stresses to rated conditions for which they were
designed. Theconceptof stress as currently applied in this sense is an exten-
sion from the conceptof mechanicalstress applied in strength of materials analyses,
and as a result has assumedbroader meaningsto include all conditions suchas
electrical, thermal, and radiation that mayhave detrimental effects on the equip-
mentoperation. Thepurposeof stress analyses is to minimize, within existing
constraints, the likelihood of componentfailure causedby stress exceeding"strength"
and the effects of aging and degradation causedby the particular stress condition.

Stress analysesmaybe performedat different levels of sophistication. For
example,determination of electrical stresses maybe limited to computingworst-
caseconditions using very simple modelsor to determining the distribution of the

stress using statistical techniques.
Moresophistication in thermal analysesare providing more realistic tempera-

ture profiles as a benefit to stress analyses. As illustrated and previously

12



described, someof the stresses mayresult from performancevariation analyses.

In simple analyses the comparisonof stress with rated condition is performedby
simply comparingthe levels while accounting for derating whenemployed. Even
thoughnumeroussimplifying assumptionsare usually required; the analyses serve
to significantly increase the engineer's confidence in design acceptability. For
moreextensive analyseswheredistributions of quantities are involved, the com-
parison mayrequire computingprobabilities that stress is less than strength with
the acceptability basedon the computedprobability.

Significant outputs leading directly to design improvementare the identifi-
cation of designweaknessesand the estimation of design margins. Thestress levels
determinedin the analysesare also useful outputs to life predictions, as illus-
trated, for example, they are used in the selection of application factors for
adjusting part failure rates.

2.2.5 Reliability Prediction

Reliability prediction treats equipmentbehavior in terms of probability of
successful operation using models that relate successprobability to probabilities
of discrete events. This task draws heavily on the reliability-life techniques

described in Section 4.0. Because of simplicity the more popular techniques are

the conventional two-state techniques using part failure rates and exponential life

distributions. The failure modes and effects analyses identify failure modes to be

considered in the prediction. In conventional practice, major emphasis is usually

on catastrophic failures; however, some performance degradation failures are in

the prediction since part failure rates include some out-of-tolerance failures in

the failure rate estimates. This practice is not consistent and thus the conven-

tional predictions do not fully account for p_rfo_-mar, ce degradation failures.

Occasionally, prediction of performance degradation failures are available from

performance variation analyses. Their integration into the prediction conforms

to the concepts presented in Section 2.0 and is further clarified by an extension

of these concepts as described below.

The second expression of reliability R(t) formulated from the basic definition

is

R(t) = Prob{"Performance acceptable"l"Alive" , Environment}

x Prob{"Alive"IEnvironment }
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where the time dependenceis excludedfrom the argumentsfor brevity but is still
implied. The event, "Alive", is considered synonymouswith the event of "no
catastrophic failure" and the event, "PerformanceAcceptable" with "no performance
degradation (or drift) failure". Theenvironmentrepresents the totality of all
factors related to the mission that affect the equipmentoperation and thus contains

all signal inputs, powerinputs, loads, and environmental stresses.
In the aboveexpression for reliability, the first probability measureof

performancerepresents the input to prediction from performancevariation analyses
and the second probability represents the successful or alive prediction for the

catastrophic failed states identified in the failure modes and effects analysis.

The probabilities for the various environmental conditions are derived from the

mission profile through functional analyses or from the stress analyses.

Complexity and the limitations on data usually preclude actual realistic

predictions of reliability based on the above concepts. One comprehensive

example of literal application of these concepts for actually obtaining assessments

of the probability measures for a single axis stabilization loop is presented by

Britt (1965). In that study the estimated reliability was used to compare different

designs of an equipment. Similar analysis of circuits, but in less depth, was also

reported by Suran (1963).

Conventional practice in prediction conforms mainly to estimating

Prob{"Alive"IEnvironment}

which is only a portion of the reliability expression presented above. As previously

mentioned, some performance degradation failures are included because of the inherent

nature of existing failure rate data. Evolution of more sophistication in prediction

has been slow, however, techniques in the general two-state area employing more

descriptive life distributions such as the Weibull are frequently being used. An

extension to more than two states is also being used with a typical, practical

approach for circuits employing three-state logic (success, failed open, and failed

short) for simple components.

Even though logic expressions themselves frequently provide useful information,

emphasis is usually on computing a number to represent predicted reliability. Little

dependence can be placed on the actual value of a reliability index computed in this

manner. Relative values are useful for comparing designs and with appropriate

combination with results from other tasks, serve further in uncovering design

weaknesses.

14



2.2.6 Combinationof Results

This is not a formal, well-defined effort but exists both in concept and
reality. Eachmethodseparately provides useful design information, but to assure

appropriate emphasis on both performance and life the results from the various

methods, particularly the three illustrated, must be considered jointly. If, as

described under reliability prediction, probabilities of acceptable performance

could be combined with llfe probabilities to obtain a meaningful prediction of

success probability, this would provide a major portion of the design information

needed. The outputs from prediction will usually be imprecise indices with sig-

nificant utility only when appropriately compared with other results.

Because of the different forms of the results the combination process is

primarily subjective. As illustration, consider that performance variation analyses

have yielded worst-case results for two designs being compared and that Design A

gives, say, smaller variation than Design B. Reliability predictions with conven-

tional two-state analyses may, in turn, result in Design B having a higher probability

of success. Indications are thus that Design B represents an improvement in life

over Design A, however, at the sacrifice of performance. If there is adequate

confidence in the results of each, a trade-off may be necessary, for example,

resulting in Design C that uses some of the better features of Designs A and B.

On the other hand, lack of confidence in the results may dictate the need for more

sophistication in the analyses. For example, an extension of the life analysis

to more realistically include additional modes of part failures and their affects

may show that Design A is the better from the standpoint of life. This type of

problem is demonstrated in Parker and Thompson (1966) for a circuit in the static

inverter where the analysis resulted in eliminating i00 diodes for design improvement.

T_ many _-_--,_==__h_.....results of stress analyses are also needed to make the

design decision. This is also demonstrated in Parker and Thompson (1966) for the

same circuit where the stress of component power dissipation became a factor for

consideration in the design comparison.

2.3 Reliability Analysis Techniques

The two basic sets of reliability analysis techniques, performance variability

and reliability life, are described briefly in this section.

15



2.3.1 PerformanceVariability Analysis

Performancevariability techniques (PVT)are mathematicalproceduresfor
treating the continuousvariation of performancecharacteristics using models
(either mathematicalor physical) which provide relationships betweenequipment
performanceattributes and part and interface characteristics. Thedifferent
proceduresare basedprimarily on the nature of the input data (limits, distributions,

and processes) and on the model (physical or mathematical). The inputs, procedures,

_-; _^_ .............. Fig_.u _,=_ _o =L= outlined ±L,- ure 4.

The inputs to such an analysis are mathematical models of the general form

Yj(t) = gj[X(t), U(t)], j = i, 2, ..., N,

or physical models such as a breadboard, prototype, or the production items. In

addition, the part and interface characteristics are required and are to be expressed

as a function of the operational profile of the equipment when possible. The form

of the models and the part and interface data is related to the analysis technique.

The techniques are designated as (i) end-limit (2) fixed-time distributions,

(3) time-varying distribution and (4) random process. The end-limit procedures

make use of limit or "expected extreme" and nominal values of part and interface

characteristics. The fixed-time distribution procedure uses distributions or

characteristics (such as moments) of the distributions for the part and interface

characteristics. The time-varying distribution permits the consideration of a

changing distribution of the characteristics over the mission duration as a function

of the environment and degradation of the characteristics with time. Finally,

random processes allow for general treatment of the variations of the characteristics

with time and corresponding treatment of the outputs. All of the above techniques

can be applied with physical or mathematical models and to varying degrees of

analytical exactness. Consequently, several techniques are described in detail in

Section 3 along with examples of applications.

2.3.2 Reliabillty-Life Analysis Techniques

Reliability-life techniques (RLT) refer to those procedures which treat

each component of an equipment as being in one of several possible states. Either

discrete probabilities are assigned to the various states or appropriate failure

time distributions are assumed along with the conditional probability of failure

in one of the several modes. The various techniques, their inputs and outputs

are outlined in Figure 5.
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a

In the reliabillty-life techniques the items are related by means of a

logic diagram. Other inputs are discrete probabilities, failure time distributions,

etc. The techniques are denoted as conventional, general two-state, and N-state.

Approaches using only two states will be referred to as general or conventional

depending upon the generality of the assumptions. For electrical circuits the

conventional approach, assuming parts as either failed or non-failed, is the most

popular. The N-state technique refers to the use of three or more modes of

operation of the components of the equipment. Additional states such as failed open,

failed short, and drift may be included in the analysis.

The typical outputs are system indices (such as the estimated reliability of

successful performance, mean-time-between-failure, etc.), sensitivity information,

and optimization of system configuration.
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3.0 PerformanceVariability Techniques

Performancevariability techniques are mathematicalproceduresfor treating
the continuous variation of performancecharacteristics using models (either
mathematical or physical) which provide relationships betweenequipmentperformance
attributes and part and interface characteristics. Thedifferent proceduresare
basedprimarily on the nature of the input data (limits, distributions, processes)
and on the model (physical or mathematical). Thetechniques, their inputs and

outputs are described in the following three sections.

3.1 Inputs

The inputs to suchan analysis are mathematicalmodelsof the general form

Yj(t) = gj[Xl(t), ..., XL(t), Ul(t), ..., UM(t)],j = i, 2, 3, ...,N,

or physical modelssuch as a breadboard, prototype, or the production items.
In addition, the part and interface characteristics are required and are to be
expressedas a function of the operational profile of the equipmentwhenpossible.
The form of the modelsandthe part and interface data is related to the analysis

technique.

3.1.1 Modeling Concepts

Mathematical Models

The models relating the performance attributes to the interface and internal

part characteristics may be derived from basic theory, for example, by use of

equivalent circuit h-parameters in the case of transistor circuits. On the other

hand, these models may be obtained empirically by testing the physical model (e.g.

breadboard circuits) with prescribed alterations or simulated changes in the part

characteristics. The performance attributes of the physical models are measured,

and these results are used in a least squares analysis to obtain a prediction

equation relating the performance to the interface and part characteristics. Such

an equation is limited in usefulness by the ranges of the parameter variations

prescribed. The ranges must be selected to include the expected variation of the

parameter for the duration of the mission. Furthermore, in order to perform a

least squares analysis a form of the model must be assumed on the basis of an

engineering analysis of the element under evaluation. For example, it may be

assumed that the form is linear or exponential.

j
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Finally computerizedmodelssuchas NET-Iuse a topological description of
the circuit as input. Thecomputerprogramuses a steady state and transient
equation to describe the circuit behavior. In this case the modeldoesnot become

available in explicit form to the user of the program. However,the computermay
be used a sufficient numberof times to obtain a relationship by meansof regres-
sion methodsbetweenthe performanceattributes and the interface or part charac-
teristics of interest.

Physical Models

The physical model may be a breadboard of the circuit for experimental

observation, a prototype, or production items to be used in field operations.

3.1.2 Part and Interface Characteristics

The part and interface characteristics to be used in the analysis may take

the form of the expected limit of variation of the independent variables, distri-

butions of the variable at discrete time during the mission life, or that of a

random process over time. These data may be either specified (given) or physical

(parts or equipments).

Specified Data

The given data may be available from manufacturer's data sheets, IDEP reports,

ECRC data summaries, or_me-related data retrieval centers such as PRINCE, or

they may be generated internally from routine or special test efforts.

Physical Data

The variations in the variables may be available physically as replaceable

samples of parts or equipments that are used in the physical model.

3.2 Procedures

The various analysis techniques cited in the reliability literature for

this category are primarily circuits oriented. They all tend to follow the general

outline shown below.
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Basic Procedure

a. Select the performance attributes of interest. These could be

functional outputs, specific performance characteristics or environ-

mental outputs.

b. Develop the deterministic mathematical models at nominal conditions

relating the performance attributes to part characteristics, and

functional inputs.

c. Estimate the variability of the part characteristics and functional

inputs. These include initial (manufacturing) variations, aging

effects, and the influence of environmental inputs.

d. Compute various quantities related to possible performance failure

modes. The first two steps below provide results possibly useful

for reliability improvement, while the third step provides a

reliability index. These are:

i. Establish the expected variability of and possibly the

correlation between the performance attributes.

2. Identify sources of performance attributes variability.

Possible sources include contributions from the linear,

non-linear, and interaction behavior of the deterministic

models, and from variations of correlation between the

independent variables.

3. Predict the probability of successful performance by

assigning limits to the expected performance attribute

variations.

The various indices which are computed can be used for identifying designs

which are susceptible to failure, and for providing redesign guidance. They are

also useful for comparing alternate design approaches, and for aiding the assign-

ment of specification limits. Normally the estimate of the probability of

acceptable performance that can be obtained from a performance variations analysis

is not highly precise as a result of the lack of precision in the data on part

and interface characteristic behavior over time.

The various techniques for applying the above basic procedure have been

classified as shown below and in Figure 5 of Section 2.
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PerformanceVariability Techniques

a. End Limit (Worst Case and Sensitivity) Analyses

i. Analytical

2. Experimental

b. Distributions at Fixed Time

I. Moments

2. Simulation

3. Analytical

4. Experimental

5. Discrete States

6. Miscellaneous

c. Time Varying Distributions

Repeat Fixed Time Techniques (i, ..., 5) at Discrete Times

d. Methods of Random Processes

i. Analytical

2. Experimental

The terms used for the various categories have been selected based on their

capability to infer what is involved and accepted usage. The terms have primary

reference to the manner by which the computations for obtaining the performance

attribute variations are performed, the modeling procedure (empirical or theoretical),

or the manner by which the variability of the independent variables are described.

The conventional expressions of dependent and independent variables are used in

this report. A dependent variable could be a functional output or an element

performance attribute. An independent variable could be a functional input, an

environmental input, or a part characteristic.

Each of these techniques is not necessarily suitable for the three uses

cited in the basic procedure. For example, the end limit techniques are not

usually expressed in a probabilistic manner, and therefore are not suitable for

explicitly obtaining a reliability or life index.

Each technique is briefly discussed, and references are given. Approxi-

mately 120 references were found on these approaches in a partial search of the

last several years literature.
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3.2.1 End Limit Analyses (Sensitivity and Worst-Case)

3.2.1.1 Analytical

End-Limit approaches are based on variability limits, and do not usually

have any probabilistic considerations. The simplest approach conceptually is to

compute all possible (2 n) performance values. Specializations have been developed

and programmed which are somewhat different approaches to the worst case concept.

One specialization aimed at efficiency is to first use partial derivatives to

determine the direction of the performance attribute change, and then compute the

performance attribute worst case by selecting the appropriate high and low limits.

Another specialization is to investigate design tolerance adequacy and interaction

effects by determining the region of successful operation; such two-factor contour

plots have been programmed and are called "schmoo plots". These techniques are

referred to as MANDEX and "Parameter Variation Method" in West and Scheffler (1961).

End limit techniques are suitable for investigating the areas of variability,

sensitivity, and interactions. As no probabilistic considerations are included,

there is no treatment of correlation between either independent or dependent

variables. End limit techniques are not used for obtaining probability quantities

for reliability or life. Some advantages of the limit approach compared to the

lack of an organized variability effects analysis are simplicity for obtaining

either assurance of drift reliability or a starting place for redesign; and, if

variation data is available, it tends to specify limits (rather than distribution).

Limitations are primarily the possible over-conservatism leading to increased

requirements on the rest of the system, i.e. increased parts, power dissipation,

size, and weight, and thereby increasing the opportunity for a catastrophic failure.

Figure 6 illustrates the procedures for this approach.

Example i - End Limit Analysis - Analytical Procedure

Static Inverter Voltage Regulation Loop

l_uts

A static inverter under design and development at Marshall Space

Flight Center was selected as the equipment for trying and evaluating the

various basic reliability analysis techniques. The static inverter function

and complete analysis are described in technical report No. 2 and Vol. 2 of

the final report for this project.
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The model for the analysis is a system of differential equations in the

form

2
d V dV

----Z + A _+ A V = B + B T
dt 1 0 0 i Vin

dT
-- + kT = C + C V,
dt i 2

where

V = average three-phase output voltage,

V. = input dc voltage,
in

T = magnetic amplifier output pulse duty period,

and the coefficients A0, A I, ..., C2, and k are complicated function of circuit

part and interface characteristics, e.g.

2 2 _i

C - 3/2 R73 + _R74 NKNcl _Ncl + Nsh}

2 _ R73+R74+R75 VgRcl _ Rcl Rsh

The complete equations are given in Vol. 2. For the steady state solution one

obtains

or

V -

kB +B C V.
_ Q i i In

kA -BC
0 1 2 Vin

V = g(Vz,R73,R75,Vin,ZL .... )

The nominal values and the expected deviations of the characteristics from their

respective nominal values are given in Table i below. The expected extreme

deviation of the i-th variable is denoted by h i and the computer uses two steps

each of size hil2 = DX i •
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Table i

NominalValues and Expected Deviations

Prom Nominal Ch) of Some Typical Part

and Interface Characteristics

Nominal Values Expected Deviations

Variables X(1) (h)

V 8.4 volts 0.21 volts
Z

R73 ii00 ohms 20.76 ohms

R75 20,000 ohms 500 ohms

V. 28 volts 2.24 volts
in

V 12 volts 0.42 volts
g

Analysis

The model and the variations of the variables are inputs to a computer program

for sensitivity analysis as described in Appendix C. This program computes the

first and second partial derivatives of V with respect to each of the variables,

the sensitivity of V with respect to each variable, and checks for interaction

and non-linearity of V as a function of each of the variables.

The output of such an analysis is given in the tables on the following pages.

The output in Table 2 includes the values of the voltage V for five equally spaced

values of each of the independent variables in the mathematical model. These values

are referred to as Y(X-2DX), Y(X-DX), Y(X), (the nominal value appears at the

bottom of the table because it is identical for each row) Y(X+DX), and Y(X+2DX).

Y' and Y" are the first and second partial derivatives of the performance with

respect to the indicated variable in the first column. The column headed by

SENSITIVITY-LINEAR is the linear measure of sensitivity given by

Y'h i

LSi ffi Y(X---_ ' hi = 2DXi '
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i.e. I00 x LS. is the expected percent variation in the performance with respect
i

to the expected maximum deviation of the indicated variable. The NON-LIN column

contains the second degree effects. Quick examination reveals that Vz, R73, and

R75, are the important variables and that each contributes approximately a 2

percent change in the voltage. Only R73 has a non-linear contribution exceeding

0.01 percent.

The last line in Table 2 gives the estimated standard deviation of the per-

formance attribute based on the flr_t order terms of the Taylor series expansion

of the functional model. The adequacy of the first order approximation is checked

in additional outputs in following Tables.

Table 3 contains the values of the independent variables used in obtaining

the lower limit and the upper limit in columns 2 and 3 respectively. Columns

4 and 5 contain the nominal values and the DX-values. The worst-case values of the

performance are given at the bottom of columns 2 and 3, and the nominal value

below column 4.

The worst-case limits are obtained under the assumption that the performance

is essentially a linear function of the independent variables over the specified

ranges of the variations and that the worst-case performance occurs at a vertex

(corner) point. This assumption is very often valid because the ranges are small

and the function is sufficiently linear to determine the worst-case by examining

only the first-order partial derivatives and evaluating the functional model at

the appropriate extreme point only on the basis of the first-order partials.

However, it is easy to suggest examples for which the worst-case does not occur

at an extreme point. The output of the computer program checks for the validity

of the linearity assumption and the degree of interaction which may be present.

The row following the worst-case values of Table 3 contains a check of the contri-

bution to the performance variability as a result of the product terms (interaction

terms) and higher order terms in the variables. The value 123.0 is the upper limit

computed from the Taylor series expansion using only the linear (clXl) and pure

second degree (CllX_) terms and does not use terms like cI2XIX2 and higher degree

terms. Hence, the closeness of 123.0 to the actual performance value 123.2 indicates

that the linear terms are sufficient if one is willing to accept an error of less

than 0.25 volt in 115 volts, 123.0 vs 123.2 (actual and 107.1 vs 107.3 (actual).
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Table 3 contains a check of the adequacyof using the first, and the first
and seconddegree terms for one variable at a time. Column2 contains the actual
performanceat the lower extremevalue of the indicated variable divided by the
nominal value. Thethird and fourth columnsgive the Taylor series approximation
to the samevalue using the first order and the first and secondorder terms

respectively. The last two columnsprovide the samecomparisonfor the upper
extremevalues. Thenearly identical values in columns2 and 3 (also columns
5 and 6) indicates that the use of linear terms is sufficient.

In summary,this analysis has identified the important variables, those
which contribute most to the variation in the performance. It has provided a
sufficient checkof assumptionsrequired for makinga momentanalysis using only
a linear approximation. It has provided estimates of the worst-case values which
can be used to assess the adequacyof the design.

3.2.1.2 Experimental

It is, of course, possible to conduct an end limit investigation through
physical modeling. In addition to using breadboards,an automatic instrument
is commercially available which iteratively steps through all possible 2n
combinationsof a maximumof 16 part characteristic worst-case limits as described
by Oliveto (1964). Theseexperimental techniques are suitable for investigating
performancevariability, sensitivity, and interactions. Theadvantagesand
limitations of analytical end limit techniqueswhich are discussedabovein
Section 3.2.1.1 are also applicable to these experimental ones. Also, other
advantageshere are those inherent in a realistic physical modelover a mathe-
matical model, the ability to investigate circuits wheremathematicalmodels
are not readily available, and the feasibility of quickly investigating many
different limit combinations. In addition to the needfor worst-case parts and
the instrument, there is someloss of insight into the circuit analysis which
would normally comefrom mathematicalmodeling. It is, of course, possible to
do both an analytical and an experimentalend limit analysis in order to obtain
the benefits of both.
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Example2 - End-Limit Analysis - Empirical Procedure

Static Inverter Voltage Regulation Loop

Inputs

On the basis of the sensitivity analysis of the mathematical model for the

average three-phase output voltage the most important variables or parameters are

To check the analytical results, changes in the
Vz, R73 R74 R75 Vin , and V ., , , g
values of these variables wcre s_u_=_=u or mmu_ Lhrough part substitutions according

to the design indicated in Table 4. The nominal or mean values of the part char-

acteristics are denoted by a zero, the low and high values by -I and I respectively.

All variables except the one for which sensitivity measurements were being made

were held at their nominal values in runs numbered 2 - 13.

These runs were repeated for values of the gain parameter, Nf = 0,1,2,3, and

4. In addition at least two independent measurements were made of the voltage for

several of the designated runs. A total of 28 runs were made. The results for

Nf = 4 are given in Table 5.

Table 4

Variation of Part and Interface Characteristics

V
Run No. Vz R73 R74 R75 Vin ___

i 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 -i 0 0 0 0 0

3 i 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 -i 0 0 0 0

5 0 i 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 -i 0 0 0

7 0 0 i 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 -i 0 0

9 0 0 0 i 0 0

i0 0 0 0 0 -i 0

ii 0 0 0 0 i 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 -i

13 0 0 0 0 0 i
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Table 5

Results of Sensitivity Experiment(Nf
Run No.

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

Ii

12

13

Analysis

= 4)

Average 3@ - voltage (V)

115.16, 115.43, 115.45, 115.29, 115.46, 115.41, 115.57

112.52, 112.24

117.77, 118.26

117.82

113.14

114.90, 114.92

115.46

112.67

118.02

115.47, 115.49

115.40, 115.41

115.35, 115.25, 115.35

115.58, 115.67, 115.57

These data were used to obtain a linear empirical relationship between the

voltage and the six part and interface characteristics.

be of the form

V = 8 + 8 V + 8 R73 + 8 R74 + 8 R75
0 1 z 2 3 4

where 8 , 8 .... ,8
0 1 6

The model was assumed to

+ 85Vin + B6Vg + e

are the unknown coefficients to be estimated by the method

of least squares on the basis of the observed values of V for cor_espondlng

values of the variables and e is the deviation between the observed voltage V

and the mean voltage as given by the model. The deviation e includes, for example,

measurement variation and a measure of the inadequacy of the model. For example, a

linear model may not be sufficient and e would include the higher order (non-linear)

effects.

Outputs

The prediction equation for V using Nf = 4 is
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V = 115.36+ 11.97 _V - 0.0870 AR73+ 0.00547AR75
Z

- 0.079 AR74 - 0.014 AV. - 0.061 AV ,
in g

where V is the predicted mean value of V as a linear function of the observed var-

iables, and AV ..., AV are the deviations of the respective variables from their
z g

nominal values, Vz' "''' _ , i.e.,
g

AV = V - V etc
Z Z Z' "

The sensitivity of V to each of the variables can be obtained as

b i

LS i = _N hi h i = 2DX' i

where h i is the expected deviation of the i-th variable from its nominal or mean

value for the mission duration, and VN is the nominal value of the voltage.

These empirical sensitivities were obtained for each of the variables for

Nf = 0,1,2,3, and 4. These results for Nf = 0,3, and 4 are recorded in Table 6

for comparison with the analytical sensitivities.

The agreement between the empirical and analytical sensitivities is better

than expected. On the other hand it should be noted that the analytical model was

modified for Nf = 4 on the basis of empirical results, without which the agreement

Table 6

Comparison of Empirical and Analytical

Sensitivities for Nf = O, 3, and 4.

Variable 2h. Sensitivity
1

Nf = 0 Nf = 3 Nf = 4

V
Z

R73

R74

R75

Vin

V
g

0.42

55

I0

I000

4.48

0.84

Era..

0.044

-0.042

0.046

-0.00722

0.00422

-0.00163

Anal.

0.048

-0.043

0.046

-0.0023

0.0037

0.0006

0.043

-0.041

0.047

-0.00704

O.00O7O

0.00011

Anal.

0.048

-0.043

0.046

-0.0032

0.00086

0.0019

Em_m_

0.044

-0.041

0.047

-0.00683

0.00054

-0.00044

Anal.

0.048

-0.043

0.046

-0.0034

0.0001!

0.0022
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wouldhave beenworsefor Nf = 4. Thevariables with small sensitivities did not
yield goodagreementbecausethe order of magnitudeof sensitivity waswithin the
error of measurement.

Remark i. Note that if the mathematical model were tedious to obtain, good

measurements of sensitivity can be obtained from a breadboard model through

interchanging parts or simulating changes in the part characteristlcs. In case

of a simple circuit, it may be advisable to build several breadboard models

according to a prescribed pattern of variation of the variables and then measure

the performances of these circuits under various input, load, and operational

profile characteristics.

Remark 2. The selection of the variation of the variables as given in Table 4

is one of several possible selections of experimental designs which could have

been used. The literature on statistical design of experiments gives several

patterns which one may select. If second-degree effects are expected it is necessary

to include the center point (all variables at their nominal levels) in addition to

the end points. If no appreciable non-linear effects are expected, if one is

constructing several breadboards of the design, and if one can easily alter all

part characteristics simultaneously; a preferred statistical design (selection of

combinations of part characteristics to be used in the breadboard circuits) is

of the type given in Table 7.

Table 7

Variation of Part and Interfact Characteristics

V V. V
Run No. _ R7__3 R7___4 R7__5 1_._.n_n _K

i -i -i -I -i -i -I

2 -i -I -i i i i

3 -i i 1 -i I 1

4 -I 1 1 1 -i -i

5 1 -i 1 -I -i 1

6 1 -i 1 1 1 -i

7 1 1 -i -i 1 -i

8 1 1 -i 1 -i 1

9 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The runs numberedi, ..., 8 are the minimumnecessaryto estimate the effects
of each of the variations in the six part and interface characteristics and for the
estimates to be uncorrelated. SeeAddelman(1963) for a discussion of the mathe-

matical properties of suchstatistical designs. The inclusion of the nominal
circuit (all characteristics at their nominal value or 0 level) is for the purpose

of checking the adequacy of a linear approximation. Ideally more than one circuit

should be constructed having nominal part charactersitics in order to be able to

test for the linearity with a reasonable degree of precision. The disadvantage

of such a statistical design compared with the one in Table 4 is that

it requires changing more than one characteristic (part or input) each time.

More care must be exercised when performing the experimental work. Some examples

of this type of experiment are given in Tommerdahl and Nelson (1963).

3.2.2 Distributions at a Fixed Time

Performance variability techniques which are probabilistlc in nature provide

ways to analyze considerations which are not treated in the end limit

techniques. The independent variables are described in a probabillstic manne_,

and are used with the deterministic functional relationship between the independent

and dependent variables to obtain probabillstic descriptions of the dependent

variables. Figure 7 is a flow diagram of this approach. The probabilistic approach

provides analysis methods which are based on a more realistic representation of

what physically occurs as compared to limit techniques. Thus probabilistic approaches

are usually less conservative than a worst case analysis. Also, the probabilistic

approaches allow explicit treatment of the probability of successful performance

through the use of pre-assigned bounds. If bounds are assigned to the performance

attributes of an equipment, then reliability can be obtained as a function of time.

However, if several equipments are combined into a system (or in general if any

items are combined) and a functional relationship exists between the performance

attributes of these equipments, then the reliability for the combination of equip-

ments cannot be obtained by multiplying the individual equipment reliabilltles.

A performance attribute variation of one equipment may be compensated for by a

performance attribute variation of another equipment. Thus probabilistlc techniques

for propagating distributions over functional relationships are needed to obtain

a combined reliability.

The distribution techniques are generally not applied as widely as the end

limit techniques. Primary reasons preventing increased applications are the general

lack of precedence for using statistical approaches for performance variations.
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3.2.2.1 Moments

In the moments technique the functional relationship is expanded in a

Taylor series. Higher order terms may be used, although most references tend to

only use the linear terms. Measures of location and variability of the independent

variabiles are described by means and central moments. The degree of association

which might exist between two independent variables is described by the correlation

coefficient. The mean and central moments of the dependent variables are obtained

from the application of expected value theory, which gives the mean and central

moments of the dependent variable as functions of terms obtained from the Taylor

series expansion and the mean and central moments of the independent variables.

The distribution of the performance variables is then obtained by either assuming

a distribution, or by fitting a distribution by the method of equating moment_ for

example. Correlation between the various performance attributes can also be obtained

by this approach, but this is not usually noted or developed in reliability applica-

tions of this technique. The moments method is widely cited in the reliability

literature. See, for example, Hinrichs (1956) and Marini, Brown, and Williams

(1958).

For simpler problems, requiring the use of only first order terms, it is

possible to use this technique without a computer. Conversion of the functional

model to a Taylor series yields sensitivity and possibly interaction terms which

readily provide information on variability sources. When the problem becomes more

complex, as an involved functional relationship and higher moments, a computer is

required. Advantages of this approach are simplicity for easier problems, and

resultant information on sources of variability. It is often referred te as the

propagation of error method.

Example 3 - Fixed Time Distributions - Moments

i) Linear Amplifier

Model

The linear amplifier, for which the circuit is shown in Figure 8, is used here

and in other sections of this volume to illustrate some of the reliability analysis

techniques.
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lOuf
!,1
c 1

V
cc

t _

-12 volts

R I R 3

47K ohms 390 ohms

C 2

2N526 10_f

R 2

<
< 6.8 K ohms

R4

470 ohms

Figure 8 - Linear Amplifier Circuit
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For audio frequency applications, the transistor is adequately described

by the hybrid or h-parameters. See Tommerdahl and Nelson (1963) for further details

on the circuit description and the derivation of the mathematical model. From circuit

analysis the model for current gain is as follows:

A i

R3 hfe UI

R3 + R4 i +
<Ahe)U2 + hie

h°eU2 U1 + 1 + h U_

oe z

where

RI R2 R3 R4

UI = R3 + R4 ' U2 = R3 + R4

Ahe
= hie h - hoe re hfe

Part Characteristics

The means and standard deviations of the part characteristics are contained

in the following table.

Table 8

Linear Amplifier Circuit Component

Part Parameters-Means and Standard Deviations

Parameter Mean Standard Deviation

R1 47.05K ohm

R2 7.03K ohm

R3 380.9 ohm

R4 468.7 ohm

hfe 102

-6
h 576 × i0
re

-6
h 556 x i0 mhos
oe

hie 254

0.97K ohm

O.17K ohm

8.54 ohm

11.14 ohm

ii.i

-6
0.46 x i0

-6
68.6 x i0 mhos

24.9
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The following matrix contains the correlation coefficients rij betweenpairs of
the equivalent circuit transistor parameters. The resistances are sampledat
randomfrom separate distributions andare uncorrelated with each other and with
the h-parameters.

hfe h hoe hie re

hfe

h
oe

h.le
hre

i 0.595 0.912 0.165

i 0.608 0.400

(by symmetry) 1 0.611

i

Analysis

As suggested in the proposed approach one first performs a sensitivity

analysis and checks the function A. = g ( ) for non-linearity and for inter-
i

action. Because the function is essentially linear, the first and second

moments of the performance can be obtained from the linear approximation to the

performance, i.e.

A i = c + c + c + ... + c R40 i hfe 2 hie 8
4

= 39.38 + 0.387Ahfe + l18.3Ah - 0.742 x I0 Ahre oe

-5 -3
- 0.00619Ah. + 0.416 x 10 _RI + 0.186 x i0

le

+ 0.0512AR3 - 0.0502AR4.

_R2

_atnut

and

The estimated mean and standard deviation of A i are given by

_{A i} = 39.38

_{A i}

2 2 2 2

[(0.387) s {hfe} + ... + (-0.0502) s {R4} +

+ 2(0.387) (118.3) s {hfe} s {hre} r {hfe, hre} + "'"
4

+ 2 (-0.742 x i0 ) (-0.00619) s {hoe} s {hie} r {hoe, hie}] I/2

= 3.91
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Remarki. If the function could not be approximatedby a linear function
higher order momentsand/or distributions of the part characteristics wouldbe

required.

Remark2. The standard deviations and meansused in the aboveanalysis were
inherent variations in the part characteristics. Variation as a result of
operation environment, inputs, stresses, loads, and/or aging were not included.
The analysis wouldbe the sameexcept that the total standard deviations wouldbe
larger than the above. In addition, correlations betweenthe behavior of the
parts characteristics maybe introduced as a result of changesin a third variable,

such as temperature, affecting two or more part characteristics.

Example 4 - Fixed Time Distributions - Moments

Static Inverter Voltage Regulation Loop - V

Inputs

The mathematical model is the same as described in Section 3.2.1.1. Input

means and standard deviations were taken as the nominal values and as one-fourth

the expected extreme deviations respectively. The correlations are unknown.

However, by good engineering judgement it is feasible to group the pairs of part

characteristics as those having high correlation, say r = 0.7, low correlation,

r = 0.3, and no correlation, r = 0. The sign of the correlation is taken to be

positive or negative if the part characteristics tend to vary in the same or

opposite directions respectively.

On the basis of the sensitivity analysis it was inferred that the function

could be approximated by a linear model. Hence, the estimated voltage is expressed

by

V = c + c V + c R73 + ... + C TR'_ ,
0 1 z 2

or

V _- 115.0 + 0.00541AR75 - 0.0881AR73 + 13.23AV z - 0.0386AR74

6

- 0.745A_K × i0 + 0.301AV G - 0.0235AR" G .
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The estimated meanand standard deviation of V are

_{V} = 115.0 volts, and

o{V} = 1.61 volts

Remark i. The analysis is dependent on the assumptions concerning the variations

of the part and interface characteristics.

Remark 2. The assumed correlations should be checked for their consistency. The

technique for doing this will be discussed under simulation techniques. In short,

the matrix of the simple correlations must be positive definite and the square root

matrix inversion routine as given by Dwyer (1951).

3.2.2.2 Simulation

The Monte Carlo simulation approach is currently receiving the most

attention among performance variability techniques as reflected by reliability

publications. The independent variables are each described by their distribution

with little restriction on the shape of the distribution. Values of the independent

variables are randomly selected, and are used with the functional relationship

to obtain values of the dependent variable. Accuracy can be increased by increasing

the number of samples. The result is expressed in Sylvania Electronics Systems,

(1963) as the distribution of the dependent variables.

Appeal of the Monte Carlo method is based on several points. Little

restriction exists on the shape of the distributions, or on the type of functional

relationship. Background in probabillstic concepts required for grasping the

concept is very small. A computer is required for app!_cation, and this is the

only aspect which might be a limitation. There is a tendency to be critical of

the Monte Carlo approach because it does not inherently yield sensitivity informa-

tion related to sources of variability. Sensitivity information can be readily

added when the basic Monte Carlo approach is augmented by a least squares analysis.

If the method of moments is not satisfactory due to the non-llnearities

of the functional relationship and furthermore, if no analytical method is easily

obtained, one will usually perform a simulation study. The random variables with

appropriate distributions are generated and substituted into the mathematical

model. This process is repeated many times in order to estimate the performance

distribution with the desired precision. The complications of the function and
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the distributions offers little difficulty to this technique. Hence, it has been
used extensively.

Example5 - Fixed TimeDistributions - Simulation

Static Inverter Voltage Regulation Loop

Input

The mathematical model is the one for the average three-phase voltage,

V. Th_ variables were assumed to be normally distributed with the means, variances,

and correlations as given in Table 9.

Analysis

One hundred Monte Carlo trials were performed and the resulting performance

values were arranged in ascending order, the moments, and measures of skewness

and kurtosis were obtained. Finally, the sample cumulative distribution function

was fitted by an Edgeworth series using the Hermite polynomials.

Outputs

The outputs of the simulation program are given in Tables I0, lOa, 10b,

lOc, and Figure 9. Table i0 contains an input check in order that the mean values,

standard deviations, and correlations of the simulated variables can be compared

with the input nominal values, standard deviations, and correlations. Table 10a

contains the simulated values of the dependent variable or the performance attribute

listed in ascending order. Table lOb gives the moments, skewness, and kurtosis of

the performance attribute, and Table 10c contains the estimated percentiles of the

performance attribute by Edgeworth series for values of performance at its estimated

mean values plus multiples of one-half of the estimated standard deviation. Figure 9

gives the observed sample distribution function of average three'phase voltage for

the static inverter regulation loop and the fitted Edgeworth series approximation.
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3.2.2.3 Analytical

Distributions of dependent variables which are not approximations can

be conceptually obtained, however, applications are very limited because of the

analytical complexities. Here the variability of the independent variables is

represented by their joint density function. When a single dependent variable is

under consideration, its distribution function can be obtained by integration

over the appropriate region of the joint density function of the independent

variab±es as given in Parzen (1960). This is the region where the dependent

variable is equal to or greater than the solution of the function relating the

dependent and independent variable. An example of this notion is convolution

for sums. This approach can be extended to more than one independent variable,

where the various dependent variables are functions of the same independent

variables. Here the joint density function of the dependent variables is obtained

from the product of the joint density function of the independent variables and

the Jacobian of the functions relating the independent and dependent variables.

This technique can also be applied to the single independent variable case.

These approaches have recently received some exploratory attention from

a reliability viewpoint. See, for example, Reza (1964) and Shooman (1965). Any

application to realistic problems appears very limited. However, it should be

noted that engineering applications to certain situations have been developed,

e.g. Davenport (1958) in communications theory. This exact approach is cited

because it is another method for handling the propagation of distributions, and

it is used in certain engineering fields dealing with probabilistic concepts

and in the development of many classical statistical relationships. It also is

worth pursuing in order to obtain a better understanding of the performance

variations problem.

The use of a rigorous mathematical approach for obtaining the distribution

of the performance measure of interest, given a mathematical model and distributions

of the part and interface characteristics, is seldom possible. For example, the

current gain of the simple linear amplifier is given as a complicated function of

eight (8) part characteristics. The average three-phase voltage of the static

inverter is given as an extremely complex function of the part and interface

characteristics. Thus even if one knows the distributions of variables precisely

one cannot readily obtain the distributions of the performance measures. In such

cases one usually resorts to simulation. However, there is often the possibility

of applying mathematical rigor to an approximate functional relationship. In both
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the abovecases the complicated function canbe approximatedby a linear function
of certain variables. Furthermore, there are usually only a few important variables.

If the relationship

= g(xI, x2, ..., xn)

can be approximatedby a linear function

---- C + C X Jr ... q- C Xn,0 11

it is possible to approximate the distribution of ) for certain distributions of

the variables xi, i = 1, ..., n. For example, if x i is normally distributed with

mean _I" and standard deviation oi and if the correlation between x i and x.3 is Pij'

then the distribution of _ is approximately normally distributed with mean

_{y}

and standard deviation

= c + c p + ... + CnPn,0 ii

22 22
o{y} = [c o + ... + c O + 2c c o o p + ...

1 1 nn 121212

+ 2On_ I CnOn_lanPn_l,n ]I/2 •

One cannot use the estimated probability of extreme deviations as precise values

because the approximation may not be satisfactory for large deviations. The only

reason that the above approach is often satisfactory is that for the expected

ranges of deviations (usually less than i0 to 20% of the nominal value) the

function is approximately linear.

Suppose that y = g(xl, ..., x n) cannot be adequately approximated by a

linear function, but assume that there is only one important variable for which

the relationship is non-llnear. Thus suppose that

= g(x ) +c + c x + ... + c x ,
i 0 2 2 nn

where x is the variable arbitrarily chosen as the one variable for which the
1

effect is non-llnear. The nature of the function g(x ) can be obtained by means
i

, .X 9 •
of mathematical approximations for the general function g(x I 2 " "' xn) "

Example 5 - Fixed Time Distribution - Analytical

In the case of the function for the current gain of the linear

amplifier described in Section 3.2.2.1,
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and

clhfe
Ai - i + c2hfe + c3 + C#hre+ ... Jr Cl0 R4,

Clhfe

gl (hfe) =
i + c2hfe

The function gl(hfe) is immediately obvious from the form of the general function

in this case as no approximation is required. The constants cI and c2 are deterP.ined

by substituting in the nominal values of the part characteristics other than hfe.

The constants c3, ..., Cl0 can be determined by using

, clhfe
A. = A. = c + c h + ... + c R4,
i i 1 + c2hfe 3 # re i0

and the first order terms of a Taylor series for A i . In this particular case

-4

c = 0.3854, and c = 0.1642 x i0 .
1 2

Hence the function is very closely approximated by the use of a linear function as

previously indicated. If we let

x = c + c h + ... + c R4,
2 3 # re I0

then x is approximately normally distributed with mean
2

_{x } = c + c _{hre} + ... + c _{R4} _ _ , say,
2 3 4 i0 2

and standard deviation

22 22

o{x } = [c o {hre} + ... + c o {R4} + 2c c o_hre_. o_hoe_J P_hre,hoe_L_2 4 10 45

+ ... ] 1/2 __
G , say.
2

Furthermore, hfe and x2 have approximately a bivariate normal distribution with

mean vector _ = (_i,_2) and covariance matrix, where

I12iio o o O
1 1212

g =

2

co p c
1212 2
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where

0 is the correlation between h and x .
12 re 2

At this point it is possible to obtain the probability that A i is less

than or equal to a, i.e.

P{A i ! alw,e},

by numerical integration. Because the function is very nearly linear it is not

necessary to use the bivariate normal tables for techniques for performing this

integration.

Example 6 - Fixed Time Distribution - Analytical

Static Inverter Voltage Regulation Loop

In the case of the static inverter the average three-phase voltage,

V, can be expressed approximately as

where

V ffi 2.3425x + 6.235_____22x+ f(Vz' k#, _k' "" ")

X

R73 + _ R74

R73 + R74 + R75

If

- 6.2352
V - 2.3425 x

X

is used as the dependent variable in the program for sensitivity and worst case

analysis, then an approximate expression can be obtained for V as

V
6.2352 -3

2.3425x +--+ 13.228V + 0.19 x i0 R75
X Z

E

- 0.0235 R"G + 0.301V G - 0.745 x I0 #K

6

- 0.746 x i0 __s

If Vz, R75, ..., _s have a multivariate normal distribution with mean values,

standard deviations, and correlations given in Table 9, Section 3.2.2.2, then the

expression for V can be written as

" 6.2352
V = 2.3425x +-- + u

X
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2
whereu has mean_{u} and variance o {u} as given below.

6
_{u} = 13.228_{V } + ... - 0.746 x i0 U{@s}z
2 2 2 6 2 2

o {u} -- (13.228) o {Vz} + ... + (0.746 x l0 ) a {@s}
-3

+ 2(13.228)(0.19 x 10 ) o{Vz} a{R75}p{Vz,R75}+ ...

Nowthe probability that V lies within prescribed bounds i.e., a < V < b, is

given by

P{a<V<b} = P{2.3425x + 6.235______2+ u < b}
x

-P{2.3425x + 6.235______2+ u < a}
x

Thus the problem has been reduced to that of approximating an integral of the

bivariate normal density function (assuming that x and u have a bivariate normal

distribution) over the region defined by the above equations. Suppose that u and

x are independently distributed then

P{2.3425x + 6.235______2+ u < b}
x

6.2352
b-2.3425x

x

i

x

1 2
exp{- ----Z (x-_) }dx

2o x
x

--Oo

2

i exp{- __i (U__u) }du
2_ o 2o

u u

Oo

= I p{x}dx • @(b-2.3425x 6.2352x Uu / °u)

w_

If t is large, #(t), the normal distribution function, may be approximated by

i - @(t)
1

(2w) I/2t

1 2

-_t
e

See Feller (1950, p. 166 and 17_ for a discussion of this approximation.

Hence, for this condition the integral reduces to a one dimensional integral

which can be evaluated by standard numerical methods, e.g. Simpon's rule.

If the variable x accounted for almost all of the variation in V, it

would be possible to approximate the desired probability by ignoring the remaining

variables and using
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P{V < b}
6.2352

ffi P{3.6604 + 2.3425x + < b}
X

2

= P{2.3425x + 3.6604x + 6.2352 - bx < 0}

= P{c(b) < x < d(b)}

where c(b) and d(b) are the roots of the quadratic equation

2
2.3425x + 3.6604x + 6.2352 - bx = O.

Thus P{V < b} can be determined for several values of b and the distribution of

V can be estimated. Similarly one can determine P{V < a} .

The various approaches to the solution of the probability estimation

problem depend on the relative importance (sensitivity) of the variable, whether

or not they are correlated, the degree of non-llnearity of the most important

variable, etc. The techniques suggested are approximations of various types

but they should give further insight to the distribution of the dependent variable.

Their use may also supplement a pure Monte Carlo simulation.

The fact that a normal distribution has been assumed does not limit the

use of some of the above techniques but only some of the specific results. If one

assumed a uniform distribution, for example, some of the approximations given

above could be replaced by exact values.

If the simplifying assumptions made in the above analysis cannot be

made then it would be necessary to use a method of simulation. In order that

some of the techniques might be used subject to real world time constraints, a

collection of appropriate computer subroutines would be required.

3.2.2.4 Empirical

As stated in Section 2.0 the ideal method for estimating the reliability

of an equipment is to observe its behavior under actual environmental conditions.

Of course, this procedure is not practical nor usually possible during the early

design stages. In the production stage and subsequent usage stages it may be

possible to observe the equipment or specific elements under actual conditions.

These observations can then be used to estimate some of the characteristics of

the distribution of the performance attributes or the distribution. The use of

previous test results on similar equipment should be very helpful in the early

stages of a testing program. See Section 5 for a discussion of the methods by

which one may combine past and present test results.
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3.2.2.5 Discrete States

In this technique the distribution of each of the independent variables

is represented by dividing the range of each variable into a relatively small num-

ber of intervals, and then assigning the probability associated with each interval,

i.e., a histogram. Thus the range of an independent variable is covered by a lim-

ited number of discrete states. For each combination of the independent variables

there will be a resultant value of the dependent variable if only a single value

for the independent variable is associated with each interval. The value of the

dependent variable is computed directly from the functional relationship, with an

associated probability which is computed from the joint probability of the inde-

pendent variables. If there are m independent variables with n discrete states,

then mn values of the dependent variable will be obtained, with each possible com-

bination having an associated probability. In an investigation of this technique

it is proposed that the limit values of each interval of the independent variables

be used. Here the range of the dependent variable is divided into a number of in-

tervals, k. Now when any of the computed mn intervals of the combinations of the

dependent variables overlap any of the k assigned intervals, then the probability

associated with the computed interval is proportionally assigned to the k assigned

intervals which are overlapped. The probabilities associated with each of the k

intervals are added to give the final result, which is the histogram of the de-

pendent variable.

3.2.2.6 Miscellaneous

Two additional approaches for finding distributions have been suggested

for reliability applications. They are somewhat similar in that both use the prop-

erty of the product of characteristic functions to provide distributions of sums.

One of these approaches, Gray (1959), uses a picewise polynominal approximation of

the distribution of the dependent variable. The other approach, Draper (1961),

uses semi-invariants (also called cumulants) to represent the distributions of the

independent variables. Semi-invariants are functions of central moments. Here the

functional properties are then used to obtain a semi-invariant representation of the

dependent variable. Then semi-invariants are converted to central moments, from

which the distribution of the dependent variable can be fitted.

These approaches have similar advantages and limitations. Both can treat

more complex distributions; neither treats correlation_ and non-linear and inter-

action terms are ignored. There is no evidence of any applications of these; both

could be manually applied for simple problems.
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3.2.3 TimeVarying Distributions

Sometimesthe variation of the part characteristics are knownat discrete
times in the life of the part. For example, it maybe knownthat the meanvalue

and the standard deviation of a part characteristic changeswith time according to
someempirical relationship. This result canbe used in conjunction with a mathe-
matical model to estimate the distribution of the performanceattribute at discrete
times in the life of the equipment. Figure i0 gives an illustration of a typical
time varying distribution. Furthermore,onemayknowthat the part characteristic
is temperaturedependentand that the effect is reversible. Hence,the times that
one selects to study the performanceattribute should reflect the nature of the
mission profile.

To obtain the distribution empirically from physical modelswould require a
large numberof such items for testing purposes. Normally the procedurewouldhe
to obtain an empirical model first and then propagatethe distributions of the
indepeedentvariables by meansof the mathematicalmodel to obtain estimates of
the distributions of the performanceattributes.

Example7 - TimeVarying Distributions - Moments

Linear Amplifier

SeeSection 3.2.2.1 for the modeland the meansand standard deviations of

part characteristics at time zero. It is assumedthat the transistors h-parameters

increase b_ about 5 percent of their respective nominal values over a period of
time of i0 hours. Furthermore, noneof the resistances are altered significantly.
The standard deviation of the drift rate is assumedto be i percent. Assumingthe
drift is essentially linear would allow one to estimate the characteristics of the
performanceattribute current gain at intermediate times or as a function of time.

Let

and
hfe(t) = hfe(0) + d p{hfe(0)}t1

hoe(t) = hoe(0) + d P{hoe(0)}t ,
2

where d I and d2 are the relative drift rates of the corresponding h-parameters.

In this case the means of both dl and d 2 are put equal to 5 percent (of mean
-6

parameter value at time 0) per i0,000 hours or 5 x I0 units per hour. The mean
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values of the h-parametersas a function of time are given by

and

_{hfe(t)} = _{hfe(0)} + _{d }_{hfe(0)}t
1

-4
= 102 + 5.10 × i0 t

= -9

_{hoe(t)} = 556 × i0 + 2.780 × i0 t.

The variances of the parameters values at time t are

2

o {hfe(t)} =

and

2 2 2 2

a {hfe(0)} + a {d } U {hfe(0)}t
1

-8 2
123.21 + 1.0404 x i0 t

^2 -9 -i 9 2

a {hoe(t)} = 4.706 x I0 + 3.091 x i0 t e

These means and variances are then substituted into the expression for current

gain A i as given in the example in Section 3.2.2.1. Thus the estimated mean and

standard deviation of A i at time t are

_{Ai(t) _{Ai(0)} -4} - + 5.10 x i0 t (0.387)

-9 4

+ 2.780 x i0 t (-0.742 x i0 )

-4

ffi 39.38 + 1.767 x i0 t

and

^ ^ 2 -s 1/2
a{Ai(t)} = [o2{Ai(0)} + t (0.1575 x 10 )]

The estimated mean and standard deviation of A i are shown as a function of time t

in Table II.
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Table ii

Meanand StandardDeviaiton of Current GainAi VersusTimet

t _{Ai(t) } °{Ai(t) }

0 39.38 3.910

2500 39.82 3.911

5000 40.26 3.915

7500 40.70 3.921

10,000 41.14 3.930

f(Y t o) f(y t I) f(y t2)

0

t (time)

Aoy Y
_Y(t 2)

Figure i0 - Drift of Attribute y(t) Illustrated as a Time-Varying Distribution
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3.2.4 RandomProcesses

In somereliability assessmentproblems the performanceattribute of an
elementmaybe representedby a stochastic process (such as an error in system

output) during the period of operation (0 ! t ! T, say). Let such a process be
denotedby y(t) and supposethere are limits a and b such that a ! x(t) ! b
ensures satisfactory operation. Somereliability indices which are useful are:

i. Themeanandvariance of the numberof crossings of the
boundsa and b,

2. Theproportion of time for which the process lles within
the limits a, b, (SeeFigure ii below for an example).

3. The mean and variance of the area outside the limits y(t) = a,

y(t) = b, and between the curve given by a realization of the

process and these limits, and

4. The above indices may also be obtained from curves Ua(t) , ub(t)

in place of the limits a, b.

All of the above indices are to be discussed in a book to be published in the

near future, Cramer and Leadbetter (1966). In the meantime, one can refer to papers,

Leadbetter (1963, 1965), Leadbetter and Cryer (1965), and Cramer (1962) for a discus-

sion of the techniques, assumptions, and the type of results one can obtain. An

example is given below to indicate the essentials of the procedures. No theoretical

discussions are given herein.

Figure 12 illustrates the procedural flow of the analysis for stochastic

process applications.

Example 8 - Random Processes - Analytical

Reliability of a Linear System with Random Inputs--An Example of the Use of the

Spectral Moments

The use of the theory of stationary normal processes in evaluating system

reliability has been discussed by Cramer (1962). The following discussion is

designed to show how these methods can be used in a particular case--that of a

single degree of freedom gyro. Specifically we consider the system des_rlbed by

the block diagram at the top of page 63, where Laplace transform notation is

employed.
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y(t)

a) Attribute Behavior

b
a .....

t -------+

b) Special Function for Defining Failure

w(t) = time that y(t) < aor y(t) > b

w(t)

W1! ........

/-

I I/
Failure for w(t) > w"

m @

t

Figure ii - Example of Non-monotonic Drift Behavior and One

Possible Method for Defining Failure
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INPUTS

Functional

Relationship

Model

Part and Interface

Time-Varying

Distributions or

Stochastic Processes

TECHNIQUES

Repeat

Fixed Time

Techniques at

Discrete Times

Stochastic

Processes

• Analytical

• Experimental

OUTPUTS

Performance Variations

• Distributions at

• Discrete Times

. Stochastic Processes

Life Time

• First Passage Time

• Area Cumulation Time

Figure 12 - Time-Varying Distribution and Stochastic Process Techniques
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L,, n J ÷ LI l
"-'" 7 a7 7 Hs 7- Is 2+Ds

T
s

F(s)

Here T is a random torque about the gyro input axis

U is a random torque about the gyro output axis

I and J are moments of inertia

D is a damping factor

F(s) is the transfer function of the compensating

network and servo motor.

As a specific case the following were taken for values of the constants and F(s)

3 5 6
J = i0 , I = I0 , D = I0 , H = i0 c.g.s, units

2

(.147s+I)
F(s) = 5.6 x i0 z

(.0306s+I)

It is assumed that the system can be considered reliable if various quantities

of interest stay within (or rarely go outside) certain limits during the period of

use. One such quantity is the angular displacement _ about the gyro input axis. We

have the following equation, from the block diagram, in terms of Laplace transforms,

relating _ to the input torques T and U:

where

-- y(s)T + _(s)U

yCs) = (Is + D)/P(s)

6(s) = -F(s)/(sP(s))

2

P(s) = Js (Is + D) + HF(s).
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Assume now that U and T are normal stationary processes with zero means and

spectral densities fu(1), fT(1) respectively.

Then _ will not be stationary since the transfer function from U to _ has

a singluarity at the origin. However, the derivative _ of _ is a stationary

normal process with zero mean and spectral density given by

2 2 2 2

f_(k) = % IY(ik) I fT(X) + X 16(ik) l fu(k).

One U-input of great interest is the random part of the torque due to gyro

"drlft-rate." In general U contains low frequency components only and the function

ll6(ik) I is nearly constant for I small (i.e., in the range where fu is appreciable).

Thus the spectrum of _ , when U is the only input, is very close to being merely a

multiple of that of U. That is, the network does not alter U, as far as its

effect on _ is concerned. This means that if U is a stationary normal Markov

process, then in the absence of T, _ is also Markov and results obtained for Markov

processes may be applied.

Consider now the input T which could, for example, arise from random external

disturbances. It will, typically, contain high frequency components. For the

purposes of illustration it will be assumed that T has a spectrum of the form
2 2

A/(I + _ ), where A and _ are constants. In particular this implies that the
0 0

variance of T is _A/(2_ ).
0

The spectral density of _ can be evaluated using the formula quoted. For

the application of the theory of normal stochastic processes, the moments of

f = f_ are important. That is, it is necessary to calculate the values of

j.X2i = 12i f(1) dl

0

for certain values of i. For the use of certain formulae, I , 12, and X are
0 4

needed. However, in the example chosen, f(l) is of the order I-_ for large I

(which is seen from its definition). Hence only the moments I and I exist.
0 2

However, this is enough for some applications.
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ExpectedCrossings of a GivenLevel

Considernowthe number of crossings of a given level, a >0, which the process

_(t) will make during (0, TO), the mission duration. Let this number of denoted

by N(T0).

It is known that the expected number of such crossings is

TO E -a /210
S(N(_ )) = _-- e .

Using this result we can, from a knowledge of 10 and 12 , calculate E(N(T0) ) for

any particular a > 0. The 1's are calculated under the assumptions that the

U-process is absent and that the spectral density of T has the form

2 2

fT(1) = A/ (1 + ,,, )0

2
where in Case i _ = i0, A = 0.i0

0

2

and in Case 2 _ = 1, A = 0.0316
0

(the A's being chosen so that the total "power" in each of the spectra is the same).

Corresponding to cases 1 and 2 above the following values for I 0 , 12 are

obtained (by numerical integration):

Case i
-12

I = 1.09 x I0
0

-10
I = 1.29 x i0
2

-12
i = .536 x i0
0

-10
I = .412 x I0
2

Using these li, the expected number of crossings has been plotted in Figure 13

as a function of the level a, in each case, for an operating time T of 4 hours.

These calculations have assumed certain forms for the spectra of the "input"

disturbances U, T. In practice these spectra would have to be estimated. The

estimation of the U-spectrumwould presumably offer little difficulty provided

continuous records of gyro-tests were available. A corresponding estimation of

the T-spectrum is likely to be more troublesome. However, it is felt that it is

at least possible that satisfactory estimates of the important quantities could

be obtained from analysis of '_eteorological-type" data. The only other quantities

occurring in the formulae are the gyro constants which, of course, are assumed known.
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Figure 13 - Mean Number of Crossings
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Graphs such as Figure i_ when available, provide useful indices by which to

judge the system performance. It is to be noted, however, that in cases such as

these we can also obtain an upper bound to the probability that the level a will

be crossed at all during (0, T). For if P. is the probability of exactly j
3

crossings, (j = O, i, .... ),

Hence

E(N(T ))
0 = _JPJl

_ PJ

-- 1-P
0

P > 1 - E(N(T )) ,
0 -- 0

i.e., we have a lower bound to the probability, P0' that there will be no crossing

in (0, T0). Since one way of defining system reliability would be the probability

that no crossing of the level a occurred, this would yield

Reliability > 1 - E(N(T )) .
-- 0

For example, in Case 2, if the level a is chosen to be .75 degrees per hour, then

Reliability > 1 - .176

i.e. 82 per cent.

The discussion above has been carried on in terms of S--good performance being

interpreted in the sense of keeping $ small. (We have been considering a one-sided

case but the modification to a 2-sided case involving levels ± a, ID- uuvious._-__ 7,_..

general, other quantities would be of greater interest than $, e.g., _ itself, or

some velocity error. The discussion for $ was done because of the simplicity intro-

duced by statlonarity, but other cases could also be considered.

Finally, the application has been confined to the evaluation of the expected

number of crossings. Other quantities such as the mean time outside given levels,

mean "area outside given levels" etc., can be calculated in similar ways. The only

difficulty arises in cases where it is necessary to use A4' which does not exist under

the assumptions above. In such cases it would be necessary to use a form for the

spectral density fT(A), say, which tends to zero faster (as _---+ = ) than that

used above.
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MarkovianModel

Theoretical work and experimental applications havebeen conductedon using
a Markovianmodelfor explicitly extending this discrete-state approachto include
time considerations, Brender and Tainiter (1961), Tainlter (1963, 1963a). Here
the variations of the independentvariables over time are assumedto follow
stationary Markovlaws. Distributions of the independentvariables and the
transition probabilities for given time intervals can be oh_=_n=A =............ j assigning
boundsto the dependentvariable, a reliability for a given time is obtained
basedon the probability of the dependentvariable being in a failed state. Tech-

niques for implementingthis approachare given in the references, including tests
for the validity of the assumptions. A by-product of the procedure cited for
efficiently partitioning the independentvariables into discrete states is sensitivity
information for identifying critical variables. Also, it is noted that correlation
amongthe independentvariables canbe considered.

3 .3 Outputs andUses

Typical outputs of the analyses are worst case limits of the performance
attributes, momentor distributions of the performanceat discrete times, sensitivity
measures,(linear andnon-linear effects), interactions, identification of the most
important parameters,and descriptions of attributes as randomprocesses. The
outputs maybe used in trade-off and optimization analyses, selection or screening
techniques, identification of needsfor manufacturing control, humanfactor considera-
tions, and systemeffectiveness/cost analyses. Oneof the most important outputs is
the identification of design weaknessesand the requirements for improvementsin the
equipmentreliability. Theperformanceand reliability indices so obtained canbe

used in comparingvarious designs for selecting parts.

Optimization Techniques

All of the techniques mentionedaboveare of the type for analyzing a given
design, and could be used for comparingalternate designs. However,nonewere
design techniques in the senseof arriving at an optimal condition, i.e. a minimum
variation of the performanceattributes subject to desired nominal values, where
the numberof possible alternate designs wasso large as to be impracticable to
individually analyze for comparison. Various techniques havebeendeveloped in
recent years for someclasses of optimization problems, i.e. linear programming,

non-linear programming,and dynamicprogramming. Here the objective is to find

the values for a set of independentvariables which will optimize somefunction of
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the independentvariables, and at the sametime satisfy certain constraints on the
independentvariables. Thellnear-programmingtechnique has beenproposedby
Jelinek (1964) for application to assist in the design of certain circuits. The
type of information developedfor worst caseanalysis is similar to that needed
for using linear programmingprocedures. Theobjective is to minimize voltage
and powerstress levels, which is related to the criticism that worst casedesigns
are over-conservative. It seemsthat simultaneousapplication of worst casedesign
techniques andwherethe necessaryconditions are satisfied, the linear programming
optimization technique, showsomepromise in lowering the detrimental effects of

worst caseover-conservatism. However,this approach only touches a small part of

the over-conservatism problem.

No references were found proposing application of a design optimization

approach that would be related in some way to probabillstic performance variation

analysis. Simultaneous analysis of the drift and catastrophic failure of

several alternate designs was proposed and illustrated by Becket (1963). Here the

drift reliability was obtained by placing bounds on the distribution of performance

attributes, and the reliability-life indices are obtained from the conventional

failure rate vs. stress curves. The resulting reliability predictions have some

use for comparison of alternate designs.

Example 9 - Optimization Technique - Specification Problem

The variation of each of the performance measures can be expressed as a

function of the specified variation on each of the part characteristics by means

of one of the formulas of the previous section, for example,

_2{y} = ZZ YiYj Cov{Xi,X j }

Furthermore, it is possible to express cost, weight, size or some uL_,=_ pertlnent

performance measure as a function of the o{Xi}. For example, the cost of 10%, 5%,

and 1% resistors increases as o i = _{X i} decreases. These costs can be obtained

from catalogues of manufacturers. One problem is to determine for minimum cost the

s_ecifica_ions that should be placed on the part characteristics in order that

a {Y} < K . Thus one minimizes

c = = +z ci{_±}
0

where

c is some fixed cost, and
0

ci is the cost of the i-th component as a function

of o i.
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Note that the cost function maybe simply a table of values.
cost is to be donesubject to

^2 2
o {Y} <K

Theminimization of

or
^

o (Y} < K .

An example of this approach is given in Tommerdahl and Nelson (1963).
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4.0 Rellabillty-Life Techniques

Reliabillty-llfe techniques refer to those procedures which treat each part

of an equipment or circuit as being in one of several possible states. The

states may be non-failed, failed open, failed short, etc. Either discrete

probabilities are assigned to the various states or an appropriate distribution

of time to failure is assumed along with the conditional probability of failure

in one of the failed states. The widespread approach is to simply have two

possible states for an item, non-failed or failed. Approaches using only two

states will be referred to as conventional and general two-state, depending upon

the assumptions. If the catastrophic failure modes of open and short are used

as the failed states and there is a single non-failed state, the item has a

total of three possible states. It is, of course, possible to have more than

three states. When items are combined an open or short of an item may not

result in the combination of items being failed. Approaches where three or more

states are considered for an item will be referred to as N-state.

In the reliabillty-life techniques the items are related on a logic basis

such as a tree diagram, truth table, or reliability logic diagram. This structure

of the relationship is in contrast to that of the performance variability tech-

niques previously discussed in Section 3, which used the deterministic model of

the functional relationship between independent and dependent variables. Further,

the performance variability techniques used as the other basic input, variation

information of the dependent variables which could be probabillstic or deterministic;

the rellabillty-life techniques use a probabilistic description of the possible states

of lower level items as the other basic inputs.

The general procedure for performlng rellabillty-life analyses is outlined

below as orientation for discussion in later sections on various techniques.

Application of a particular technique emphasizes or de-emphasizes different

features of the procedure resulting in different outputs.

Basic Procedure

a. The mission operational profile is used to establish mission

functi6ns, operating times and sequences, and the environments.

b. A reliability logic is established for the system being considered.

It reflects each function that is to be performed, and the other

necessary operational profile considerations of step a. A success

diagram for a function to be performed is obtained by selecting the
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C.

d.

e.

combination(s) of lower level item states in which the system

will be considered to successfully perform.

A reliability index is selected for each item included in the

logic diagram. It may be of a discrete nature, or a failure

time distribution.

Mathematical probability models are developed by applying the

fundamental probability laws to b and c, or the information in

b and c are combined by simulation.

The results of d are used for obtaining numerical reliability

figures (prediction) and for performing analyses which are

useful for reliability improvement (assurance and trade-offs).

These are:

(i) Predict numerical values of system reliability index(es)

for the function(s) which the system is to perform.

(2) Identify the sources which have the largest effect on

the system reliability by sensitivity analyses.

(3) Establish the possible variability in (i) which results

from the uncertainty of numerical values associated with

the reliability indices of the lower level items.

(4) Optimize system reliability in applicable situations by

appropriate choice (allocation) of the reliability figures

of the lower level items or of the configuration of the

system.

The procedure described in the above outline is illustrated in the flow

diagram of Figure 14. Inputs refer to steps b and c of the outline, step d

refers to the procedures, and step e refers to the outputs. Inputs, procedural

techniques, and outputs are discussed further in the following sections. The

reliability-life techniques were given in Figure 5 of Section 2.3.2.
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4.1 Inputs

The two inputs for a reliability-life technique are (i) the manner by which

items are related from the reliability viewpoint and (2) the manner by which the

characteristics of each item are described from a reliability-life viewpoint. A

perspective of these two inputs to a reliability-life analysis is shown in the

flow diagram of Figure 14 . These inputs are discussed in the following sections.

4.1.1 Logic Relationship

The reliability logic may be developed in one of a number of ways, such as

a tree diagram, state-space diagram, or truth table, which reflects the possible

combinations of the states of the items which make up the system. A Boolean

algebra model can also be used to express how the item states must combine in

order to achieve successful performance. The complete relationship of possible

states is not usually developed to the smallest possible level of detail, but

rather simplications or approximations which are apparent are made as given in

Muller(1964). Normally only the success paths are used because of their smaller

number, and these are often sketched in block diagram fashion. Note that in a

complex system determination of the success paths is not a simple task, particularly

if there are redundant paths and if items have more than two states. Thus, the

logic which is viewed here as an input can be a significant analysis by itself, in

terms of both the effort required and of the utility made with just these results.

The logic relationship can also include events associated with the operational

profile in addition to the states of the physical items comprising the system.

Here the events could be environments, inputs, or loads. If these events are

included, the input indices will be expanded to include some form of probabilistic

index for the states of each event.

4.1.2 Indices

An index is associated with each of the possible states of each item. It

may be discrete or be related to a time distribution. The choice depends on such

factors as the nature of the item and its use. The manner by which the analysis

techniques are classified below is largely related to the form of the indices.

Choice of the parameters associated with an index must reflect the effect of the

operational environment and of the grade or "quality" level. These reflections

are handled in a number of ways, as an "expert opinion", generally accepted

graphical relations (handbook curves), or generally accepted analytical relations.
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Thelatter mayhave a theoretical basis, as the Eyring Model, or reflect historical
data, as the regression model VonAlven (1964).

4.2 Techniques

4.2.1 Conventional

There has been a prevalent approach to reliabillty-life analyses that

historically started with the earliest military oriented applications and is currently

continuing. An item is simply considered to have two states, failed or non-failed,

and each item initially is assumed to be in the non-failed state. Independence is

assumed between all items. The reliability of each item is either treated on an

attribute basis or on a constant hazard (or failure) rate basis. These conventional

approaches are loosely defined by the techniques found in the various reliability

handbooks which are DOD sponsored or oriented such as RADC (1961) and Mil Hdbk-217

(1962). Handbooks of this type typically llst equations obtained from one of the

conventional techniques listed below without deriving the equations.

4.2.1.1 Discrete Probabilities

In this non-parametric approach discrete probabilities are associated

with each of the two states of each item. The system reliability is simply the

probability associated with the system success state(s). A simple series system

has one success state, and a redundant system has more than one. Boolean algebra

approaches are sometimes used her_ Lloyd and Lipow (1962). This discrete approach

is often used for "one-shot" items e.g., explosive devices and systems. A

discrete time representation is often used in the initial steps of formulating a

more detailed model, where it may be extended to continuous time by either sub-

stitution of the continuous time distributions or by using them for obtaining the

appropriate reliability index of the discrete model.

A more flexible approach to discrete-time model representations for

reliability-llfe is to employ Markov chains and matrix-theory as given in Feller

(1950). The applications in reliability analyses are typical for the assumptions

of a first-order Markov process where the transition probabilities are conditional

on the preceding step only. A matrix of transition probabilities can be used to

represent the discrete time intervals for the successive phases of a mission as

described by Jagodzinskl (1963). Further, the system can initially be in any

state, and each item does not have to be in the non-failed state.
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4.2.1.2 Exponential Life Distribution

In moreconventional analyses the discrete-time approachis extendedto
a continuous-time basis by assumingthat the time to failure maybe described by
the negative exponential distribution which exhibits a constant hazard rate. All
other simplifying assumptionsremain the sameas described in Section 4.2.1. The
failure rate parameterof the exponential distribution is often considered for
either each generic class or each individual part (e.g., resistor or transistor).

Tables have beenpublished relating part failure rates to stress levels; see e.g.,
RADC(1961). The failure rate for serial paths is simply the sumof the indivi-
dual componentfailure rates. Another approachfor obtaining the index is to
consider an item at a higher level of complexity which doesnot contain redundancy,
suchas an electronic equipment,and to use regression modelswhich essentially
relate the hazard rate of the equipmentto a numberof variables suchas the
quantity of various active part types and the nature of their application, such
as analog or digital as described in VonAlven (1964). This approachis especially
applicable during early time phasesof a programprior to detailed equipmentdesign.
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Example9 - Conventional Reliability-Life Technique- Exponential Life Distribution

Static Inverter

A conventional reliability prediction analysis has been performed for the

static inverter (SI) circuitry, analyzed in Volume II, assuming the exponential

life distribution for components. The analysis was performed with the redundancy

as included in the original design and also without redundancy. The analysis is

presented here for the purpose of emphasizing the assumptions of the analysis and

as an introduction to Section 4, which discusses the integration of performance

variation and reliabillty-llfe analyses.

The inputs and the method for the failure rate analysis are discussed below.

All the assumptions used in the analysis are noted. Some general remarks are

made at the end of the example discussion.

The inputs to such an analysis are the reliability logic diagram, mission

profile, generic failure rates, environmental and application factors.

For purposes of this analysis an earth orbiting satellite mission profile

was assumed.

Assumption I The profile and the environmental factors (_) are given in Table

Table 12

Mission Profile
Environmental

Stage Description Time (hrs.) Factors

1 Pre-launch operation 720 0.001

2 Launch 1/4 900

3 Satellite in orbit 720 0.9

Assumption 2 The environmental factors as given in Table 12 are independent

of the component or part of the SI and are only dependent on the stage of the

mission. The K E are corrected or adjusted values based on the collection of

values reported in Earles (1960 a, b).
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Theenvironmental factors for stage j (KEj) are used to adjust the generic
failure rates (GFR)for the particular mission stage. There is a great difference
of opinion in the field as to the mannerof using these factors. For example,

somefeel that they (KE) should be conditional on the part, see for example
Ryerson(1965). Others feel that somemodelingtechniques should be used to
adjust the GFRfor the environmentand application conditions as described in
MERITINDEXof ProvenParts and Sources(1964). Still others prescribe procedures
for a moredetailed breakdownof the variations in these rates suchas that

described in Madison,Gottfried, and Herd (1963).

Thegeneric failure rates and the application factors (KA) were obtained
from Earles (1960a, b).

Assumption 3 The application factors KA.
i

50 percent of rated electrical stress.

were all determined for 30°C. and

Assumption 4 The GFR's are assumed to be constant for the total mission time.

Assumption 5 The application factors KA.
1

component and not on the mission stage.

are assumed to be dependent on the

Using the above assumptions the failure rate for the i-th component for the

j-th mission phase, Ii, =J can be obtained by

%i,j = %i KE
KA i j

Method of Analysis

In the following analysis three versions of the SI circuit are considered

for comparison with this technique. Logic diagrams of the three versions are

shown in Figure 15.

Original Version <Without Redundancy)

The original version of the actual circuit contained redundancy as shown by

the center diagram of Figure 15; however, to assess the potential improvement by

using redundancy all redundancy is removed yielding the upper diagram containing

only series elements. Note that the coupling circuits for terminating the timing
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Figure 15 - Inverter Logic Diagrams for Reliability Prediction
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generator redundancyis not required. Also, the original version of the six-volt

regulated supply (element 21) contained internal redundancy which is eliminated

to provide a simpler version (element 21M-I).

Assumption 6 It is assumed that the failure rates can be summed, and thus

independence of the component events of failure or success must hold.

With no redundancy the failure rate for element e in the j-th mission phase

is obts_ned by adding the failure rates of the individual parts.

_e,j = Ei niXi KA i KE.'j

where n i is the number of parts of type i.

Assumption 7 It is assumed that failure of a part, by any mode by which the

failure rates are estimated, implies failure of the SI.

Finally, the failure rate of the SI for the j-th mission phase is given by

XSI,j e e,j

XSI,J _{ nill
= KAi KEj

and the reliability for the entire mission is given by

R = exp{-3_T j XSI,j} = exp{-_eE _ nil i KAi KEj Tj} ,

where Tj is the length of the J-th mission phase. The exponent in the last formula

amounts to adding all component failure rates (with each multiplie4 by its appropriate

application factor KAi) adjusting this product by the environmental factor KE. for
3

each phase, multiplying by the mission phase times T i and summing over the mission

phases. The procedure above is presented by phase because in general where

redundancy is involved, one usually has to perform the calculations for each

phase.

Table 13 presents computed values of the expected or mean number of failures,
6

m e(×lO ), by elements for each phase and for the complete mission, i.e.,

m = E = EE nil i KA. KEj Tje le,jTj li i
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Table 13

Failure RateAnalysis - Static Inverter Original Version (Without Redundancy)

ExpectedNo. of Failures, (me x 106)

Mission Phase

Element No. i 2 3

m
e

Complete Mission

21M 0.02 30.4 87.5 117.9

24 0.35 75.8 218.1 294.3

26 0.i0 23.8 68.5 92.4

28 0.17 37.8 108.9 146.9

30 0.14 33.3 95.8 129.3

46 (47,48,49,50,51) 2.22 578.1 1664.2 2244.4

52 (53,54,55,56,57) 6.72 1968.0 5665.1 7637.9

58 0.06 3.2 9.0 12.2

59 0.66 172.8 497.2 670.6

60 0.83 216.7 623.6 841.0

61 0.18 51.3 147.8 199.3

62 0.41 102.9 296.0 399.3

63 0.68 195.5 562.8 758.8

64 0.71 195.9 563.8 760.2

Static Inverter (mSl) 13.25 3685.5 10608.3 14304.5

Hence the failure rate for the static inverter (non-redundant case) for the

assumed mission is 0.0143. No attempt has been made to obtain limits on this

failure rate by using the individual limits as they are not available for many

components. The probability of no failure in the SI for the assumed mission is

-m_

_A
R = e = 0.986 .

Assumption 8

failures due to poor workmanship during assembly.

Original Version (With RedundancT)

The logic diagram is shown by the center diagram in Figure 15.

with internal redundancy will be considered first.

No allowance was made in the above analysis for possibility of

The elements
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Assumption 9 The component events of failure (or success) are assumed to be

independent in the case of redundant components.

Six-Volt Regulated Supply (Element 21)

This element consists of two redundant paths. For the most demanding phase,
_6

i.e. phase 3, the failure rate for one path, is 180 x i0 , and the probability

that there is no failure in the path is

-6
-!80×!0

p : e : 1 - 0.000180 .
0

The probability that either one or both of the paths of element 21 operates

successfully is

2 -6

Ps,21 = P0 (l-p) = i - 0.032 i0 = i-0

within the limit of the precision of the data.

Diode-Quad Coupling Circuits (Elements 34-45)

Each element consists of two sets of diode-quads (with a center shorting

bar) in series logic. Using only 2-state logic the diode-quad fails if a failure

occurs in both diodes in a parallel pair. The probability that both diodes of a

parallel pair do not fail is

2

1 - Pd

where Pd is the probability of failure of a single diode. Hence the probability

that a quad does not fail is

2 2

(i - Pd ) '

and two sets of quads in series logic

2 4

(i - Pd )

2

As 1 - Pd is very near unity the above may be written as approximately

2

1 - 4Pd .
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For

Pd =

-7

0.2 x i0 ; phase 1

_5

0.325 x i0 ; phase 2

_5

0.934 x i0 ; phase 3

one obtains

respectively.

_14

0.16 I0 ; phase 1

2 -I0

4Pd = 0.422 i0 ; phase 2
_9

0.349 i0 ; phase 3

TiminK Section (Elements 16, 17, 22, and 23)

Let P0 denote the probability that the path containing elements 16 and 22

does not fail. Failure of either of these elements results in a loss of redundancy

but not failure of the SI. The probability of successful operation of the complete

timing section is

2 2

= 2p 0Ps PO + (i - po ) = i - (i - po )

The mean or expected number of failures m 0 for the circuit containingelements 16

and 22 are given below in the following table for each phase along with the values of

I - P0 and i - Ps"

6 I - PO 1 - Ps
Phase m(xlO ) ---I0

i 1.41 .0000014 0.0196 x i0
-6

2 341.1 .0003411 0.116 x i0
-6

3 981.7 .0009817 0.964 x i0

The remaining circuits of the SI are in series logic and the mean failure

rates are the same as those given in Table 13 for the non-redundant case.

The failure probabilities for the original design of the static inverter

based upon the stated assumptions is approximately as given in Table l&
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Table 14

Failure RateAnalysis - Static Inverter Original Version (With Redundancy)
6

ExpectedNo. of Failures, me(×i0 )

m

Mission Phase

m
e

Complete

Element No. i 2 3 Mission

-9 -2
21 0.625 x i0 0.39 x i0 0.032 0.034

16 in 17 -5

{ parallel } 0.196 × i0 0.116 0.964 1.080

22 with 23

32,33 0.08 0.130 0.374 0.584

-2 -2
34 (35 .... , 45) 1.92 × 10 -8 0.506 × 10 -3 0.418 x i0 0.468 x i0

46 (47,48,49,50,51) 2.22 578.1 1664.2 2244.5

52 (53,54,55,56,57) 6.72 1968.0 5665.1 7639.8

58 0.06 3.2 9.0 12.3

59 0.66 172.8 497.2 670.7

60 0.83 216.7 623.6 841.1

61 0.18 51.3 147.8 199.3

62 0.41 102.9 296.0 399.3

63 0.68 195.5 562.8 759.0

64 0.71 195.9 563.8 760.4

Static Inverter (mSl) 12.55 3484.6 i0,030.9 13,528.5
i
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The inclusion of redundancyhas increased the reliability from 0.9857 to
0.9865. The increase is certainly insignificant in terms of the precision of
the failure rates used in the analysis.

Modified Version (With Redundanc¥_

The logic diagram for the modified version is shown by the lower diagram in

Figure 15. The M designation following an element number denotes the modifica-

tion. The modifications are described in detail in Vol. II. Note that two

modified slx-volt regulated supplies (elements 21M-I and 21M-2) are employed in

the redundant paths of the timing section. The expected number of failures for

these are the same as computed earlier for element 21M-I in the original version

without redundancy. The electronic switches are modified to switch a higher

voltage but the same part types and configurations are used so that the expected

number of failures is unchanged. All diodes are eliminated from each of the

coupling circuits and replaced with two resistors. These are of types formerly

employed in the timing pulse amplifier which are each modified (along with

element 62) to eliminate two resistors. All other elements in the inverter are

unmodified.

The failure probabilities for the various circuit elements are listed in

Table 15. The reliability computed as described earlier for this version of the

inverter circuit is 0.9861 which lies midway between the values computed for the

other two versions.

B5
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Table 15

Failure Rate Analysis - Static Inverter Modified Version (With Redundancy)

6

Expected No. of Failures, me(X i0 )

m

Mission Phase

Element No. ! _

m
e

Complete

Mission

16

{21M-I}

22

32M-45M

46M-51M

52-57

58

59

60

61

62M

63

64

in 17 -5

parallel {21M-2} 0.2 x i0

with 23

0.138 1.143

0.84 170.6 490.0

1.86 504.9 1454.2

6.72 1968.0 5665.1

0.06 3.2 9.0

0.66 172.8 497.2

0.83 216.7 623.6

0.18 51.3 147.8

0.35 90.7 261.0

0.68 195.5 562.8

0.71 195.9 563.8

1.281

660.6

1961.0

7639.8

12.2

670.6

841.0

199.3

352.1

758.8

760.4

Static Inverter (Msl)
12.9 3569.8 10,275.5 13,855.3
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Remarks:

Many assumptions have been made in this analysis which are subject to

cogent. No attempt is made here to support or to reject the assumptions but

only to indicate them. Some general remarks are given below:

i. The precisions associated with the estimated failure rates are

usually quite poor and consequently the estimated probability of

a successful mission for the static inverter is subject to con-

siderable error. However, if one is comparing the different

designs using the same components, the decision to use one design

in preference to the other may be robust with respect to the

estimated failure rates and the lack of precision associated with

them.

2. If the failure rates are estimated by collecting life test data on

a component under different environments, for different lengths of

tests, and for different failure modes, and other possible differ-

ences, it is clear that the estimates are subject to wide interpre-

tation.

3. In the above analysis it was assumed that failure of a component

implies failure of the system. If, however, a failure rate is

partially determined on the basis of drift out of tolerance or

degradation, for example, the change in resistance exceeding a

given percent of the nominal value; a failure in this mode would

not necessarily imply SI failure. If the hazard rate is not

constant the estimated failure rates will very likely be biased.

4. If a reliability prediction analysis is to be coupled with a

performance variation analysis, it would be pessimistic to use

failure rates based on several failure modes including drift,

opening, shorting, noise, etc.

5. In performing a standard failure rate analysis it is recognized

that a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) would be more

meaningful. Such an analysis would require further information -

failure rates for each mode - in order to make a complete numerical

analysls.
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6. It is emphasized again that failure of some of the components or

elements will not necessarily result in SI failure, but will

result only in a degraded mode of operation (failure only in that

the performance requirements are not met).

7. The effect of redundancy in all cases is to yield a probability

of essentially unity for successful operation by at least one path

within an element or within the SI. This result is clearly depen-

dent on the assumption that the independence of the operation applies;

that is, knowing that one element in one path has failed does not

alter the odds that an element in another path will fail.

8. In view of the many simplifying assumptions required and the pre-

cision of the data, it is concluded that the small differences

among the computed success probabilities are alone not adequate

to make design decisions for the best configuration. The results

are meaningful 0nly when considered jointly with those of perform-

ance consideration, failure modes and effects analyses and component

stress analyses. This is demonstrated in Vol. II of this report in

which the modified version of the inverter circuit is recommended as

the preferred version even though its estimated success probability

is slightly less than the original version with redundancy.
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4.2.1.3 ContinuousMarkovProcess

Another methodof deriving conventional reliability modelsis to use
the approachof a first order Markovprocess anddifference equations. Sandler
(1963), is mainly devoted to the derivation of models based on this approach. A

space-state diagram relates the possible transitions between the possible system

states. The postulate is applied: the probability of a state change during

(t, t+dt) is tdt plus terms of smaller order than dt and the probability that

more than one change occurs is smaller than dr. This approach leads to a set of

linear homogeneous differential equations, which can be solved for the probability

of success as a continuous function of time. Different system configurations

(series, actlve-parallel, and standby-parallel) lead to different success probability

functions, which are identical to those obtained from the approach in the preceding

section on exponential life. The Markov process approach can be readily extended

to include maintenance, which is really the advantage of this type of model

formulation. Here the state-space transition diagram is expanded from only failure

transitions to include both failure and repair transitions. The same postulate can

be applied to repair as was applied to failure, resulting in an expanded set of

differential equations. These can be solved for availability formulas. This

Markov process formulation is thus best suited for system level modeling where

both maintainability and reliability are to be explicitly considered, but where

the operational profile and the system are not so complex that an analytical

approach becomes unwieldy.

4.2.2 General Two-State

Techniques which are more general than the conventional techniques of

Section 4.2.1 have been available but have not been as widely applied as the

conventional approaches. Some of the more general techniques are based on

moderate changes in the assumptions or on approaches which lead to relatively

straight-forward results. These techniques are of primary interest, as they are

potentially suitable for realistic applications. Other two-state techniques which

involve considerable analytical complexities are of secondary interest. The

analytical techniques which are discussed below are related to time distributions,

and no further remarks are made on analytical formulations of discrete or continuous

time Markov processes in addition to those in the conventional techniques. Theory

exists for more general processes as discussed in Sandler (1963;p31). However,

these have not been typically applied to reliability problems. The more general

approaches discussed below are more suitable for practical applications.
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4.2.2.1 ContinuousTimeDistributions

A relatively simple approachto a moregeneral treatment is to use non-
exponential distributions for the reliability of lower level items. This is
analytically straight-forward for the time-to-first-failure, e.g. for satellites
whererepair is not feasible. However,whenrepair and the time to second, third,
etc., failures are considered this will becomeanalytically complexbecausethe
reliability and repair distributions for various items mayhave different shapes
and parameters. Evenwhenrepair is not consideredbut the systemand the opera-
tional profile are complex, then an analytical approachusing non-exponential
lifetime distributions maybe unwieldy. In suchcases the approximationor
simulation techniqueswhich are discussed in the following two sections maybe
suitable. Theanalytical treatment of general time distributions is best restricted
to simplified situations as the time-to-first-failure.

4.2.2.2 TimeDistribution Moments

Analytical approachessuitable for realistic applications to continuously
operating systemscanbe developedwithout using completedescriptions of the
failure or repair time distribution. In a recent developmentof such a technique

only the means of the distributions were used, and no assumptions were made con-

cerning the forms of the distributions, DeSieno (1965). Formulas were developed

for steady-state availability, and the mean deviation of system up-times and

down-times. This approximation results in the restriction of the applicability

of the formulas to steady-state conditions. The main applicability here is at

the system level where maintenance is feasible and the interest is not solely

reliability. This approach is a rather recent development from a reliability

applications viewpoint.

4.2.2.3 Simulation

The most flexible technique for treating general failure and repair

time distributions of complex systems and operational profiles is simulation

(Monte Carlo), for example, see Hershkowitz, Wheelock, and Maher (1964). Logic

diagrams are used to define the combinations of components required to complete

the necessary functions. Each failure and repair time distribution is sampled

and a determination is made as to whether or not the function is successfully

completed. Success or failures of subsystem components may also be simulated by

generating random uniform numbers on the interval (0.i) with the interval (O,p),

p < 1 as the interval for the probability of success. Trials are repeated for
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desired confidence, and the outputs as reliability of sensitivity are obtained in
an experimental sense from the relative frequency with which pertinent events

occur. This approach has a quick reaction to changes in system configuration.

The large amount of computer time for a complex analysis with high confidence

is the primary disadvantage.

4.2.3 N-State

The notion of items which at the lowest level are considered to have

more than the two states was introduced previously in Section 4.0. Another

realistic example, in addition to the catastrophic modes of a failure of open

or short, is the consideration of whether a digital circuit used in a computer

remains failed in either the 0 or 1 mode. For such applications redundant

approaches may or may not improve the system reliability. Consideration of the

form of the failure mode develops a viewpoint which is potentially more useful

than the two-state approaches from the detail design engineering viewpoint.

However, the N-state approach has not received nearly the attention in reliability

analysis applications as have the two-state approaches. Extending any of the

conventional or general two-state analysis techniques which are applications

oriented is a straight-forward step. This extension adds additional inputs into

the analysis, but the basic concept and general analysis procedure remains the

same. Extension of the conventional techniques has been applied by Rhodes (1964),

Van Tijn (1964), and Sandler (1963), and the theoretical reliability developments

have been considered by Zelen (1965) and Levy (1962). An example of an N-state

analysis is given in Parker and Thompson (1966).

4.3 Outputs and Uses

The output of such analyses are reliability predictions (indices) for

successful operation of the equipment for the duration of the mission. One

can also obtain sensitivity measures of particular parts of an equipment or of

equipments of a system. Furthermore, the comparison of the various design

configurations can be made to indicate the preferred design based on llfe considera-

tions. Such information must be combined with performance and stress analysis

efforts as described in Section 2 in order to make a final decision. The reliabil-

ity indices may be used in trade-off and optimization analyses. For example, Susaki

(1963), applies the dynamic programming algorithm to obtaining optimum design

configurations.
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5.0 Combinationof Past and Present Results

Referring to Figure 1 in Section 2.0 it is indicated that experience
with similar equipmentis valuable in the analysis of proposednewequipment
designs. Twowaysby which this can be accomplishedare described in this
section.

The first approachis to use a model reliability growth as the equip-
ment design evolves from early modelsto advanceddesigns. For example, it

-_ b^ =°°_L=dthat _t _quipment reliability is at least as good new as

that of all previous designs. Another approach is to assume that reliability

increases according to a given functional relationship between reliability

and the number of designs or number of equipments that have been produced.

See Barlow and Scheuer (1965) for a discussion of such techniques.

Another approach is to use Bayesian decision models which use past

experience to postulate prior distributions of the parameters under considera-

tion. For example, the true failure rate may be assumed to have a probability

density function, p0(%), with a mean given by that observed for similar equip-

ment. There is also an empirical Bayesian technique which uses the prior

information to estimate the density function directly with observed relative

frequencies and without assuming an a priori density function. See Press (1965)

for a discussion of this procedure. The empirical Bayesian technique is not

discussed in this section as its use requires large samples.

In order to compare the techniques of using prior experience with

standard techniques which use no prior information, a simple example will be

employed.

Suppose that ten (i0) equipments have been constructed and tested for

T hours and that no failures have occurred. Furthermore, assume that at
0

several stages in the design cycle 20 similar equipments have been tested

under the appropriate environmental conditions and that one (I) item failed.

What is the reliability of the equipment?

First Solution: Use only the most recent test results on the equipment to

be used.

The estimated relative frequency of success is i and a 95% lower

confidence interval limit is 0.741. This lower limit e can be obtained by

using the formula given in Hald (1952, page 698).
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8
x
0

x
0

2
+ (n-x +1)

0 Vp2

ffi 0.741

where

f mffi

1
f ffi
2

x =
0

n -
2

Vp2 =

2(n-x +I),
0

2x ,
0

number of successes observed,

number of trials made, and

the tabulated value of the variance ratio for which

the probability is P of not exceeding, for f and
2 I

f degrees of freedom.
2

Second Solution: Use the reliability growth technique which assumes that the

reliability at the last stage is no worse than it was at any previous stage.

In this case all 30 items can be treated as though they were from the

same batch of items and the resulting conservative confidence interval estimate

is given by the same procedure as above (1st solution) with one (1) failure

and n ffi30 items tested. Hence the lower limit is given by 0.850. This limit

is conservative in the sense that the confidence is at least as large as 95%.

Third Method of Solution: Using Bayesian method.

In this case assume that the prior density function is given by the beta

function,

1 Ri-1
Po {R} = B(i,J) (I-R)J-I '

where i and J are positive integers and may be chosen to be consistent with

the prior information. From previous tests it is known that the estimated

reliability is

R ffi 19/20 = 0.95.

The above distribution has a mean

I

ffi SR--
0

1

B(i,J)
R i-I (I-R) j-I dR

where

= i/(j+i) = 0.95 say

r(i)rCi) (i-1)! (_-1)!
B(i,j) = =

r(i+J) (i+J-1)!

Assume i = 19, J - i then the prior density function is
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I RI8
p {R_ = B(19,1) (l-R)0 '

The a posteriori density function of R given r observed successes in n trials

is given by

p[RIr) = p [R] p[rlR]/fp JR} p[rlR]dR

Rl8+r (I_R) n-r
-- "R/I_--..=,_L.1 _ _, 1%

The mean of the a posteriori distribution is

^ r + 19

_B n + 20 '

which is the Bayes estimate of the reliability. Now in the example r = I0,

n = I0, and hence

^ 29

_B = 3-_ = 0.9667

A lower 95_ confidence interval estimate of the reliability can be obtained

using the Bayesian technique given in Breipoh_ Prairie, and Zinlner (1965) and it is

0.902.

The results of the three solutions indicate that reliability growth and

Bayesian approaches yield shorter confidence interval estimates as a result

of having assumed more information. But it is necessary to assume prior

information or some other relationship among the rellabilities at the various

stages. However, the previous test experience should be used to the extent

that it is reasonable. For better use of prior information it would be de-

sirable to define criteria for deciding when to use test results from similar

equipment. One would also be interested in how dependent the a posteriori

estimates are on the a priori assumptions. See Breipohl, Prairie, and

Zin_ner (1965) with respect to this question.

For a second example, suppose that tests have been made on a new transistor

and that 0 failures have been observed in 105 hours. Assume that 5 failures

were observed in 106 hours. Furthermore, assume the hazard rate is constant.

Estimate the failure rate and obtain the a posteriorl distribution assuming an

a priori ganm_ distribution

t0r0 e-kt lr0-1
f (_) =

r(ro)
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A 100y percent confidence interval estimate of k may be obtained by

kUt

P{XL ! _ !kU } = I fl(k) dk = y.

Consider the problem of obtaining a 100 percentone-sided confidence

interval estimate. In this case let the lower limit be zero and the upper

limit be determined by the solution of lU in the equation,

IU
f

ol.fl (X)dX = y .

It can be shown that the above equation can be expressed in terms of
2

the X distribution as

2

P{X < 2k U (t+t)} = y
-- 0

2 2

where X has a X distribution with 2(r0+Y ) degrees of freedom. Hence for
5 6

r ffi 5, t ffi i0 , t = i0 , y ffi 0 one obtains
0 0 0

or

2

Xy

kU

2_(t+t 0)
2

Xy ii.i

2(t+t ) -
0 2(l.lx10 )

_6
5.045xi0 .

The choice of the prior distributions is primarily for mathematical

convenience. However, there is considerable freedom in the choice and

depending upon the quality of the prior information one can select a

distributionwlth a large or small variance. See Breipohl, et. ai.(1965),

with respect to further discussion pertaining to this problem. One should

also refer to Howard (1965) for an application of Bayesian decision models

to a problem which considers the desirability of accepting a fixed price

contract to build and maintain a system of N devices for a period of T years.

In addition, a problem is posed for selecting the size of an experiment

(number of devices to place on test) for obtaining profit larger than zero,

subject to the prior information about the failure rate k.
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Themeanandvariance of I having the abovedistribution are

E{%} = r It
0 0

Var{l} = r /t2 = E{l}It
0 0

Hence

Solution:

The a posterlorl distribution of % given y failures in t hours is

0
f (_ IY) =
1

t o 0 -It r -i 1 -It

j [r-ff-ye 0 x 0 _ye (ItlY]dl
0 0

where

fl(A Jy) =

f (k)e-kt (kt)Y/y:
n

D

t ro ty r(r +y)
0 0

D =

(r)y! (t+t)rO+Y
0 0

Thus

f (kJy) --
I

For the example, let t
0

observed number of failures in i0 hours of testing, then

e-I(t+to)[I(t+t )]rO+Y-l(t+t )
0 0

f (_) =
I P(r +y) , with r 0

0

-I (t+t)
e 0 I rO+Y-l(t+t )rO+Y

0

r(r +y)
0

6

= i0 hours and r = 5, to correspond to the
6 0

= 5, t
0

and where y is the observed number of failures in the life test on the new

transistor.

The mean of the a posterlori distribution is the Bayes estimate,

r+y
0 5+0 _6

I .... 4.54 i0
i t+t 1. l×lO

0

This compares with the prior estimate of

^ 6

I = 5xlO-
0

6

=lO ,
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6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The major tasks of reliability analysis during the equipment design

stage are failure modes and effects analyses, performance variation analyses,

component stress analyses, and reliability prediction. Their implementation

draws from two basic types of analytical techniques; performance variability

and rellabillty-life. Through the efforts of this study, the need for closely

coordinating the four tasks has become apparent. Their interrelationship was

described in Section 2.0. Specific conclusions with regard to this study are

as follows:

(i) Failure modes and effects analyses are of significant value

in directing other efforts. It defines modes of behavior for

performance variation studies, it emphasizes critical areas

for stress analysis, it designates failed states to be included

in reliability prediction, and it assists in test planning. It

is recommended to NASA that failure modes and effects analyses

be implemented early in equipment design.

(2) Whereas reliability prediction, failure modes and effects

analyses, and component stress analyses are formally recognized

as basic elements of space system contractor program plans for

reliability, the performance variation analyses task has thus

been neglected (c.f., NASA Reliability Publication NPC 250-1).

This has been due to the lack of understanding of available

performance variability techniques and their relationship to

reliability. With appropriate dissemination of the analysis

procedures assembled under this effort, performance variation

analyses can be relegated to equivalent status with the other

tasks with a beneficial effect on equipment performance. The

application of performance variability techniques is similar

to the normal work of the design engineer, as both use models

as a starting point. In all likelihood, organized performance

variation analysis procedures will be welcomed by the design

engineer.
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(3) The limitations on the type, quality, amount,and accessibility
of data continue to limit the effectiveness of the designer. Imme-
diate clear-cut solutions are not available; however, improvements

continue to evolve and shouldbe encouraged. In parts application,
the problemsare typified by the designer whoneeds, or believes he
needs, muchmore information than most suppliers are normally willing
or able to provide. In componentstress analyses, examplesoccur
frequently wherecommonapplication factors are not specified or are
vaguely referenced. A lack of knowledgeof componentparametervari-
ations seriously limits performancevariation analyses. Reliability
predictions also have little significance in representing actual

mission sucsessprobabilities becauseof the imprecision of the data.
Theneedfor improvedcoordination of data collection, reduction

anddissemination amongthe various NASAorganizations and space
systemcontractors is apparent. A solution maybe a central NASA
data facility. It is desirable to consider the feasibility, the
ultimate value, and the explicit role of such a facility. In
addition to componentsdata, there is merit in including other
relevant information such as systemand equipmentperformance
data, specifications, (for all hardwarelevels) space environment
descriptions, mission profiles, and field operational data.

(4) With reliability prediction placed in perspective with other
analysis efforts, the need for explicitly stating assumptionswith
numerical results has becomemoreapparent than ever. An analytical
frameworkis available for performing improvedpredictions and for
including performancedegradation (i.e., drift) failures, as improve-
mentsin failure and performancedata evolve. Even thoughreliability
prediction is more familiar than the other tasks, a needstill exists
for moredissemination of other techniques.

(5) Computationalrequirementswill continue to increase, particularly
with addedsophistication in analyses. A solution is automation.
Pre-programmedcomputerroutines reducemanualrequirements while
offering a distinct advantagein the objectivity of the analyses.
Thecomputerprogramdevelopedin this effort and described in
AppendixA allows neededflexibility for performing different types
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(6)

(7)

analyses. The CRAM program offers definite improvements over

conventional procedures. Network analysis programs such as

NET-I and ECAP reduce the effort required in modeling and

analyzing circuits. More emphasis is needed in extending

such programs to include performance variability and for

analyzing for effects of component failure modes.

To motivate design engineers in using computer techniques,

descriptions of the available automated facilities are needed,

not only of the required inputs and the available outputs, but

also of the inherent assumptions and models included in the

programs.

Testing during the design stage is a beneficial effort

for the reliability analysis, if it is properly planned

and coordinated with the analysis tasks. Modeling concepts

that form the basis for reliability analyses also can be used

in directing more efficient testing through serving to elimlnate

some of the ad hoc and inefficient effort that prevails.

The value of circuit breadboard testing in direct support of

failure modes and effects analysis and performance variations

analyses has been demonstrated. Experimental models are most

realistic. Tests can be designed for supporting empirical

modeling which yield appropriate data for describing performance.

With improved approaches, parts qualification testing can be

made more efficient while providing data in direct support of

stress analyses and performance variation studies. A testing

approach that is coordinated with the analysis tasks can well

serve to promote NASA's concept of integrated testing.

This methodology recognizes that the responsibility for reliability

cannot be delegated to reliability specialists. Reliability is a

product of all personnel involved. Translation of reliability

concepts and procedures to a practical level for wider dissemination

will have benefits in educating, encouraging and motivating engineers

to assume their appropriate responsibilities for the design, develop-

ment, and fabrication of reliable systems. A series of monographs on

related reliability topics can serve to compile the methodology into a
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form compatablewith this need. It is recommendedthat topic
areas pertaining to design stage analysesbe presented initially
since the potential benefit for improvedpractices is probably
greatest for this stage of development. Somesuggestedtopic
areas which should be coveredin such a series are

a) performancevariation analyses,
b) reliability prediction,
c) parts application with emphasison data requirements

for stress analysesand performancevariability studies,
d) testing, its design, and use of its results,
e) computational techniques,
f) failure modesand effects analyses,
g) humanfactors,
h) costs and incentive contracting,
i) effectiveness analysis procedures,
J) failure mechanisms,and
k) Bayesiantechniques.

Others Couldbe included but these serve to illustrate the extent
of coveragewhich is needed.

(8) Experiencein this effort has provided further evidence that a
soundmethodologyfor reliability analysis is evolving. Attention
in this effort was focused primarily on design stage analyses. A
completemethodologyconsists of defining and coordinating the tasks

and relevant analysis techniques throughout the product cycle from

initial conception to operational employment of the end product.

Even though this may appear formidable, appropriate effort toward

its fruition will, without question, produce positive results.

Remaining conclusions apply specifically to the techniques discussed in

Sections 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 and are presented under the appropriate heading.

Since performance variability techniques were emphasized, these conclusions are

presented in greater detail.
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Performance Variability Techniques

The techniques which are applicable now are not very complex. Those

currently receiving major attention are (i) end-limit techniques (worst-case

and sensitivity), (2) moments method, and (3) simulation. Some comparative

evaluation information for these is presented in Table 16. Technique selection

depends on the nature of the inputs, i.e. the available models and data, the

availability of resources such as manpower and computer facilities, and the type

of output information desired.

If physical models are available, an empirical approach may be preferable,

particularly so if the equipment is very complex causing excessive costs in an

analytical approach. The experimental data can be used for direct performance

assessment or obtaining a mathematical model via regression. On the other hand,

an analytical modeling approach will usually have greater value in providing a

better understanding of the equipment, particularly If it is coordinated with

physical modeling. For many equipments, electronic circuits in particular, it

may be possible to do all or part of the analysis by use of an appropriate computer

routine such as the NET-I network analysis program. The computer routine does

not provide a performance model directly since the analytical model is inherent

in the program instructions. The results can be used, however, to obtain a

model through regression, just as one obtains an empirical model from a physical

model by simulating variations in part and interface charactersitics.

The selection of the analysis technique is influenced strongly by the

available data. If nominal and worst-case values of the part and input character-

istics are available, it is recommended that an end-limit analysis of the form

described in Section 3 (providing identification of important variation sources,

sensitivity measures, checks for linearity, etc.) be performed because of the

usefulness of its outputs and the ease with which the analysis can be performed.

If the moments (mean and variance or standard deviation) of the part and

interface characteristics are available, it is recommended that the moments

method be used simultaneously wlth the end-limit analysis since this moments

method requires little additional effort.
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Table 16

Technique Evaluation Information Summary

Ie END-LIMIT

Major Assumptions Remarks

Probability 0 that input variables will
fall outside worst case limits ....... Correlation is not Considered

Model represents functional relationship . .Normally an approximation
with no error term

Outputs

Performance worst-case limits

Important variation sources

Overly conservative; no

reliability index

......... Interactions and non-llnear

terms are often ignored

Sensitivity measures

Checks of linearity

Regions of successful performance

Resources

Inputs ................

No reliability index

• .Available with moderate effort

Computer ................... Straightforward

Manpower ................... Straightforward to apply

II. MOMENTS METHOD

Maj or Assumptions
Remarks

Sufficient moments used ........... Correlation and higher moments

often ignored

Model represents functional relationship • • .Normally an approximation
with no error term

Outputs

Moments of performance variations ...... Can obtain correlations

Important sources of variation ........ Interactions and non-llnear
terms often ignored

Reliability index .............. Distribution tails inaccurate,
excludes catastrophic failures
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Table 16 (Cont'd)

Resources

Inputs .................... Difficult to obtain moments

accurately

Computer ................... Straightforward

Manpower ................... Requires some probability

background

III. SIMULATION

Major Assumptions Remarks

Input variation described by distribution . .Correlation often ignored

Model represents functional relationship . . .Normally an approximation
with no error term

Sufficient simulation trials are taken

Outputs

Distribution of performance variations . . .An approximation

Important sources of variation causes .... Need additional Computation

Reliability index ............... Distribution tails inaccurate,
excludes catastrophic failures

Resources

Distribution ................. Difficult to estimate input

d_stributions accurately

Computer ................... Requires large number of trials

for desired precision

Manpower ................... Straightforward to apply
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If distribution data are available, it is recommendedthat the end-limit
(if applicable) andmomentmethodsbe applied first. Theworst-case limits of
the performanceattributes may, themselves,have little utility; however, other
outputs of the analysis (checks for linearity and interaction) validate the
assumptionsrequired for performing either a simplified analytical analysis or a
simulation analysis. For example, if the performanceis sensitive to only a
single variable then a distribution of the performanceis readily obtained to
a high de_reeof precision. If only one variable has a non-linear effect on
performance,a simplified mathematicalmodelcanbe obtained for which the com-
putation can be easily performed.

Similar recommendationsapply to cases in which data are available at fixed
or discrete times in the life of the equipment. If the interface part characteristics
are described in terms of either time-varylng distribution or stochastic processes,
then an experimental or analytical approachmaybe used dependingon knowledgeof
the transfer function and the simplicity of its form.

Theserecommendationsfor technique selection recognize the current limitations
on data. Performancedata discrepancies have beendiscussed. The simpler techniques
require a minimumof data, no more than a design engineer would require for a standard
design analysis. It has even beendemonstrated, (e.g., in Vol. II) that sound
design decisions can be madewith the techniques using reasonableassumptionsfor
part variability. For achieving moreprecision and for developing the capability
for treating moredifficult design problems, improvementsin data are a necessity.

Specific conclusions with respect to further technique developmentare as follows:

(i) Further consideration should be given to the developmentof
automatedperformancevariation procedures to supplementthe
design engineer's analysis of an equipment.

(2) Emphasisshouldbe On techniques suitable for applications, often
implying the use of approximationsand computers.

(3) Further applications of randomprocess techniques are desirable.
Their use can improve the information obtainable from experimental
data recordedcontinuously over time.

(4) Optimization techniques which maximizereliability are needed,e.g.
simultaneousconsideration of performancevariations, safety margins, and
catastrophic failure modes.
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Reliability-Life Techniques

Reliability-life techniques are generally more familiar to the design engineer.

They have been applied in reliability prediction almost entirely in the conventional

form of analysis as described in Section 4. The following conclusions are made with

respect to this effort.

(I) The assumptions of independence that are made very frequently

for redundant paths (elements or parts) should be examined

critically. Very often parts in parallel are subject to failure

under the same high stresses and, consequently, the assumption of

statistical independence does not apply.

(2) More emphasis should be placed on testing breadboard models both

in the failed modes of critical components and under certain environ-

mental conditions when the effect on the performance is not known.

These tests can be planned on the basis of outputs of Failure Modes

and Effects Analyses discussed in Section 2.0.

(3) There is a need for a single source of space system component failure

data for ready accessibility in reliability prediction analyses. Dis-

semination in handbook form with periodic updating is preferable.

Responsibility for collection , reduction, and dissemination should

be concentrated in one central facility as discussed earlier.

(4) Reduction of data on failure rate indices should be performed by

equating mean failure rates for similar components. For example,

mean failure rates may be so nearly identical for similar components

that extremely large samples of components on test would be required

to differentiate between such failure rates. This approach would aid

in developing realistic Bayesian models.

(5) Tests should be made concerning the assumption of constant hazard

rate. Some methods are given in Proschan (1963) and Doyon (1966).

Cases in which extensive data are available should be used.

Combination of Past and Present Results

The use of Bayesian and reliability growth models should be encouraged as

these approaches provide the primary means for including past experience and available

information. Such models can absorb information from data centers on both equipments

and parts. From this information realistic models for growth and for Bayesian

approaches may be formulated.
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APPENDIXA

Computer Programs For Performance Variation Analysis

A.I. Introduction

This Appendix describes the computer programs that have been written at

RTI for performing a performance variation analysis. The programs as written

assumed that a model relating performance to inputs, loads, component charac-

teristics, and environmental stresses is known. The model may be obtained

analytically or empirically or more usually by a judicious combination of both

analytical and empirical methods.

If the model is obtained by empirical means, it is generally of relatively

simple form, such as a linear function of the element parameters, inputs, loads,

and environments. For simple models, a performance variation analysis usually

can be performed without the aid of a computer program. However, in general

the models are complex, such as a system of equations or differential equations.

For these situations a collection of appropriate computer programs will help to

systematize a performance variation analysis.

The following section will describe the general approach and later sec-

tions will present specific details of some programs; namely, Monte Carlo

simulation, sensitivity and moment analysis, interaction, multiple regression

and other programs.

A.2. Performance Variation Analysis (PVA)

A functional flow sheet of the programs is given in Figure A.I,

of the programs is a model in explicit or implicit form,

The core

or

Yj (t) = gj [_X(t) ,_U(t) ]

where

Y. (t)
3

x(t)

_U(t)

gj[X(t),Yj(t),_U(t)] = O,

is the jth performance attribute or measure,

is a vector of environment inputs, such as environmental

stresses and loads,

is a vector of component or part characteristics,
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t is the time variable, and

gj,j -- I,...,N, is the set of models corresponding to the number

of responses or the order of the differential

equations which describe the transient behavior

of the system.

For example, the model may be of the form of a system of differential equations,

2
Y _Y
I I

--'2"- + c _ + c Y = c
_t i _t 2 2 3

_Y
2

3t +cY +cY = c ,
42 51 6

where the ci depend on the X and U through a set of explicit expressions.

The time behavior for the model may appear in one of several ways. For

example, it may be a gradual deterioration of a component and hence result in

a corresponding change in the values of one or more of the component character-

istics. In order to analyze an element or system for this type of degradation,

the wearout characteristics of the system must be known or estimates must be

available.

A second way in which time may appear is through the mission profile.

For example, if it is known that the temperature profile is critical and how

the part characteristics vary with temperature such as knowing a temperature

coefficient, then an analysis can be performed by describing the temperature-

part characteristic behavior by deterministic and/or random components and

performing the analysis at several times in the mission llfe.

In addition, time may enter the analysis directly through the transient

behavior. In this case a program for solving differential equations may be

required for relating the transient characteristics to the pertinent element

parameters, inputs, etc.

In whatever manner time enters the analysis, it is assumed that it may

be included by a procedure such as one of the following:
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i. A deterministic function of time such as a linear or exponential

decay function.

2. An autoregressive scheme such as

= A x. + A (xj,xj t 1 3 ,t-i 2 t-i - xj,t_2).

3. A stochastic process such as a normal stationary process super-

imposed on a deterministic drift.

4. A system of differential equations.

The time has not been explicitly included in the programs to date.

However, the time behavior may be included through time dependent distributions

as inputs to the analysis at discrete times in life.

Input - The input to the programs will be a mathematical description of the

models (and the time behavior if required), the number of variables involved,

(the number which are random and which are fixed), the means or nominal values

of the variables, the standard deviations or step sizes in the variables, the

distributions (if available), and the correlations of the variables. An addi-

tional input that will be required of some analyses is a selection of values

of the element parameters at which the models are to be evaluated. The points

can be selected methodically according to some statistical design. This

selection will allow for efficient generation of the outputs to use in a mul-

tiple regression analysis. This approach will only be used under certain

circumstances which will be considered later.

Programs - There are four basic programs that are being used in a performance

variation analysis: (i) Simulation, (2) Sensitivity and Moment Analysis, (3)

Interaction Analysis, and (4) Multiple Regression. The first three programs

have been written, the fourth program may be any one of several available

programs to perform a least squares analysis. Copies of the first three

programs along with a description of the inputs and a specific simple example

are given in Appendix C.
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A.3. Simulation Program
A MonteCarlo simulation is used to estimate or characterize the

performance distribution in terms of the distributions of the inputs,

element characteristics, etc. If the input variables are normally dis-

tributed, the means, standard deviations, and the correlation matrix are

required. For variables which are not normally distributed the appropriate

distribution characteristics must be specified. The distribution may be

any one of the following:

(i) Uniform

(2) Normal

(3) Log-Normal

(4) Exponential

(5) Weibull

(6) Gamma (Integral values of one parameter)

(7) Chi-Square

(8) Triangular

(9) Beta (Integral values of both parameters).

A uniform variable is generated first and it is transformed according to the

methods described in Appendix B to a variable having the appropriate distri-

bution. These variables are then used to compute performance measures such

as voltage output, current output, power dissipation, etc. The performance

measures are generated a number of times according to the desired precision

of the results. If the inputs are precisely known the number of trials neces-

sary for estimating the distribution function of the performance measure to

the required degree of precision for a one-dimensional = .... _'-+_ _o

estimated from the Kolmogoroff-Smirnov statistic for the maximum deviation

d between the sampled distribution function and the true but unknown distri-

bution function. The following table displays the number of observations N

necessary, in order that the chance is _ that the maximum deviation between

the distribution function and the sample function exceeds the value d.
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Table A.I

Percentiles of the Distribution of d

for Several Values of l-s

5

i0

20

30

40

50

1-(%

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.99

0.32 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.49

0.23 0.25 0.26 0.29 0.35

0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.29

0.17 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.25

0.15 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.23

For larger values of N 1.07 1.14 1.22 1.36 1.63

Hence, if N is 50 the chance is 0.05 that the maximum deviation between the

sample distribution function and the actual distribution function exceeds

0.19; if N = I00, d = 0.136, and if N = i000, d = 0.043. In order to obtain

high precision it is not uncommon to find that a very large number of simula-

tion trials are performed, say 5,000.

In practice the distributions of the component characteristics are not

known very precisely. Hence there is a precision of the distribution of the

performance measure beyond which it is impractical to attempt to estimate the

true distribution. In fact, very often a uniform distribution of the input

variable is assumed because of the lack of knowledge concerning the true

distribution.

Suppose now that a rational procedure is available for estimating N

and that N values of the performances have been computed. Then the N obser-

vations are ranked in ascending order, their first four central moments are

computed, and the measures of skewness and kurtosis are obtained. From the

statistics one can decide which distribution to fit to the data or which

series approximations to use. The approximating distributions can be fitted

by the method of moments.
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In this programthe Edgeworthseries and/or Laguerre polynomials are

used to approximate the unknown distribution function. The methods for

fitting these distributions are given in Kendall (1948, Vol. i)

A.4. Sensitivity and Moment Analysis

This program obtains Taylor-Series approximations to the models and

subsequently uses them to predict worst-case performances, to estimate

sensitivities of performance measures to inputs, to check for non-linearities

and interactions of behavior with respect to inputs, and to perform a moment

analysis. The inputs to this program are as described previously in Section

A.2.

The step sizes or some multiple of the standard deviations are chosen

to include the expected range of variation of the variables as a result of

the environments described by the mission profile, the inherent variations

in the part characteristics, and the aging effects.

Computation of the First and Second Partial Derivatives

The first part of the computation involves estimation of the first and

second partial derivatives of the performance measures of interest with respect

to each of the pertinent part characteristics, inputs, loads, etc.; the pro-

gram uses the five-point central difference formulas for obtaining the partial

derivatives. The first partial derivative is

= - 12DX (Y - 8Y + 8Y - Y ). (A.I)
1 2 4 5

The second partial derivative is

yl! I-- = --z (Y _ 2Y +y )

ax _ Dx w 3 2

1
Z (Y - 4Y

12DX 5

1
- T ( - Y + 16Y

12DX 5

+ 6Y - 4Y + Y )
3 2 I

- 30Y + 16Y - Y ) (A.2)
3 2 i
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where_ is the vector of nominal or meanvalues of the variables, andYi is
the value of the performancemeasureat the i th value of X, i = 1,2,3,4,5.
Thevalues of X are equally spacedand at a distance DXapart. The above
two formulas canbe obtained directly from difference formulas and their

derivation is given in Abramowitzand Stegun (1965, Section 25) .
Having obtained the first and secondpartial derivatives of a per-

formancemeasurewith respect to the independentvariables a Taylor series

expansioncan bewritten as follows,
2

1 __2
i +...,

Y(AX ,AX ,...) = YN + Z _X iI 2 _X i

(A.3)

where

its

AX i = Xi - XiN, deviation of the value of the i th variable X.I from

nominal value XiN,

= (XIN , X2N , X3N .... ), and

YN = nominal value of Y.

In particular if AX.l = 2DXi _ hi) i.e., equal to twice the input step size

(or equal to the expected extreme deviation for the i th variable),then

Y(hl, h2,...) = YN + y' Y'l I ,, hi +h i +_ E Yi "'"

Dividing by YN yields

where

Y-- _ 1 + Z LS + Z (A.4)

YN i QSi'

QS i = a measure of linear sensitivity of the performance measure to

the i th variable

and

QS i

Yi hi

LS i =
YN

(A.5)

= a measure of second degree or quadratic sensitivity (denoted as

non-linear sensitivity in the program output) of the performance with respect

to the i th variable and is given by
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1 y,,h2QSi = _ i i / YN " (A. 6)

These two quantities are printed out for each of the N variables. The

sensitivity measure associated with the i th variable is essentially the

relative change in the performance measure as a function of the maximum

expected change in the i th variable. The definitions of sensitivity and

non-llnearity were suggested by the Taylor-series expansion and appear to

be useful definitions. There are other definitions of sensitivity appearing

in the literature. For example, see Boslmoff (1965) and West and Scheffler

(1961). The definitions used in this program are very convenient in estimat-

ing the percent (or relative) change in Y for the expected changes in the

independent variables.

The Taylor series expansion as presented in (A.3) does not include

terms with mixed partial derivatives. To obtain the second partial deriva-

tives with respect to all pairs of independent variables would require

considerably more computing time. It was decided to perform the computation

using only the first partials and the pure second partials and check the

series approximations for its adequacy. Then if the results are not as

precise as required, the appropriate mixed second partials would be obtained.

Thesewill be obtained by another program described later under the heading

of Interaction Analysis.

Worst Case Limits

The worst case limits are computed by the procedure described by West

and Scheffler (1961). The signs of the first partial derivatives are examined

and the variables for which they are positive are placed at their expected

high values, X + h, and if negative, their low values, X - h, in order to

estimate an upper end limit. Conversely, to estimate a lower limit the

variables for which Y' is positive are placed at the low values, and if

negative, their high value. The worst case limits of the performance measures

are computed by actually substituting the appropriate values of the variables

into the functions. The computed worst-case limits are then compared to the

estimated limits using the Taylor series expansion.
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If these values do not check, it indicates the importanceof omitted terms
such as the mixedpartial derivatives (interactions) and/or higher order terms for
someof the variables. The latter is quickly checkedfor one variable at a time
by comparingthe functional value at the two end points with that estimated by the
first and secondpartials with respect to that variable. Thesecheckssuggest the
nature of the lack of precision, if it exists.

Interaction Analysis

In case the worst-case limits computed directly from the functions are not

adequately approximated by the linear and pure quadratic terms, it is necessary to

compute the mixed partial derivatives for the pairs of variables which are expected

to yield significant interaction effects. The mixed partials can be computed by

one of the following two methods.

One procedure would be to compute the first partial derivatives with respect

to the i-th variable at five different values of the J-th variable. These partials

would in turn be used to compute the second partial. This procedure assumes a

degree of smoothness of the analytical function.

A second procedure would be to generate the performance measure for selected

sets of values of the independent variables and then fit by regression techniques

the functional form

2

Y = b + Z biX i + E biiXi + EE bijXiX j0

This assumes all higher order effects can be adequately accounted for by a second

degree polynomial function. The coefficients of the terms XiX j would correspond

to the mixed partials under the assumption. The selection of the values of the

variables can be performed efficiently by the method of statistical designs for

factorial experiments. Methods for generating the appropriate design are described

by Addelman (1963). An additional program has been written to perform this com-

putation and provide an output compatible with the input for multiple regression

programs. An example of this program is given in Appendix C.

Moment Analysis

The moments of the performance measures can be obtained from the simula-

tion runs as described in Section A.3 or from an error propagation analysis
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basedon the Taylor-serles approximation. Thelatter is simpler to computeand
not subject to sampling fluctuations as is the former. However, the series

approximation is subject to the lack of precision with which it approximates

the true function.

Let
2

Y = YN+E_Y I AX+I 1 2_ _ i 7 _G _x.
• _Xi _N i

2

i _Y__!___I _xi_xJ "
+ _ xz _xi_xj

If only the first order terms are used, the estimates of the mean and
^2

variance of Y, denoted by _{Y} and o {Y} respectively, are given by

where

_{Y) = YN

° {Y} = _ _ _x_ c°v{xi'xj}

cov_xi,5_- _xi__Xj_r_xi,xj_

^ _

oiX.#i - estimated standard deviation of the measurements Xl,

r{Xi,_1} = estimated simple correlation of the measurements on

X i and Xj

If X i and Xj are characteristics of two distinct components, then r{xi,x j }

otherwise, it is estimated _--uy

:

= O;

If the first and second order terms (not including the mixed partials -

interactions terms) are used in the approximation, then further terms are

required in the moment analysis.
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Let

Y'. denote _Y

and 2
_Y

Y". denote
13 _Xi_Xj

then the estimated meanand variance for Y canbe written as

1 ,,2 ^2
_{Y} " YN+7 g Yi c {X.l}

^2 ,2 2 i ,,2 _ ^4o {Y} = Z Yi o {Xi} +_ Z Yi [ 4i - o {Xi}]

, , Cov{Xi,Xj }+ ZZ YiYj
2 2 ^2 ^2

+_ 171 Y"Y"_J [E {AX i AX.3} - o {X i} o {X.j}]

i YiYi 3i ],,,

1 2

+_ El YIY_' E{AX i AX.}j '

where E{X} denotes the expected or mean value of X and _3i and _4i are the

estimated third and fourth moments of Xi, i = I,...,L. A similar expansion

may be obtained with the interaction terms included.

In the above analysis it has implicitly been assumed that the relationship

between the performance measure Y and the part characteristics, X i, i- I,...,L

is known, that is, the coefficients are known. However, in practice the

relationship may be obtained from empirical data and the coefficients may be

considered estimates of true but unknown values. The extent to which the data

are available should then be reflected in the precisions of the inputs to the

error propagation analysis. A complete discussion of this problem is given in

Marini, Brown, and Williams (1958).
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B.I.

(0,1)

and form the sequence {xi/m} ffi {ui}.

extensive discussion of this procedure.

full period m provided that

APPENDIX B

Randon Number Subroutines

Random Uniform Numbers

A widely used method for generating uniform numbers on the interval

is by means of the congruence relation

xi = %xi_ I + _ (mod m), (B.I)

See Hull and Dobell (1962) for an

The sequence defined by (B.I) has

(i)

(ii) l -

(iii) _ :

is relatively prime to m;

i (mod p) if p is a prime factor of m;

1 (mod 4) if 4 is a factor of m.

With m a power of 2, _ must be an odd number, and I E 1 (mod 4).

The sequence generated by this procedure is not truly random and should

more properly be called pseudo-random numbers. A further discussion of the

behavior of these numbers is given in Peach (1961). Some subsequences exhibit

characteristics which may reduce the variance of the observed results. The

constants in (B.I) are chosen to minimize these possible difficulties.

Random uniform numbers on the interval (a, b) are obtained by the

transformation

Yi = a + (b - a)u i .

2
B.2 Random Normal Numbers -N(u,o )

Box and Muller (1958) give a very convenient procedure for generating

a pair of independent and normally distributed variables w_th mean zero and

unit variance from two independent uniform variables on (0,i), i.e.

xI =

x2 =

One can then transform the x i2
mean U and variance a ,

i/2
(-2 loge Ul) cos(2_u2)

i12
(-2 Ioge uI) sin(2_u2).

to obtain normally distributed variables with

Yi = M + °xi "
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B.3 Correlated Normal Variables

Suppose that one is analyzing a circuit containing a component on

which two or more measurements are made, for example, the h-parameters of

the equivalent circuit analysis of a transistor. Such measurements are

usually correlated and in a Monte Carlo analysis one must generate random

variables with the appropriate correlations. Suppose that the variables

(assume k in number) are normally distributed with simple correlation

matrix R,

i PI2 PI3 "'" Plk

PI2 1 P23 "'" P2k

R =

@Ik @2k P3k "'" 1 .

To generate a set of variables with a multivariate normal distribution with

the above correlation matrix one needs a linear transformation to transform

independent normal variables to correlated normal variables. The appropriate

transformation is obtained by an algorithm used in the square-root method for

solving a system of linear equations as given in Dwyer (1951, pp. 113-7). Let

the transformation matrix be denoted by S and given by

Sll

0

S =

0

s12 ... Slk

s22" (i) "" " S2k- (i)

0 0 Skk. (k-l)

The elements of S are obtained by the following formulas.

= plj = i all i
SlJ pll = PlJ ' Pii ' '
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I_ 2 2 2
sli.(h) = _ Sli - s2i.(l ) ..... Shi.(h_l) ,

slj-(h)
= Dij - SliSll - s21-(1) 2J'(1) .... Shi-(h-l)Shj-(h-l)

sii.(h)

for h = i, 2 .... , k-i .

The correlated variables are then obtained by means of the transformation

or

z x_S

Yl ffi Xl

z

Y2 = Pl2Xl + /1 - P12 x 2 , etc.

In order to obtain a set of correlated variables z with covariance matrix

E = DRD and mean _2 the y's will have to be transformed by

where

z = _zD +__

z = (zI..... zk)

X = (YI''''' Yk )

= (_i'"" _k)

n

oI 0 • • • 0

0 a2

• * 0

0 0 o k

where o i iS the standard deviation of z i, i _ i, 2, ..., k.

B.4 Logarithmic Normal Variables

These are easily generated by starting with a normal variable y with
2

mean _ and variance o and let

z = ey .
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Thesewill be generatedin pairs just as for the normal distribution. Hence
in z = y has a normaldistribution as required and the probability density of
z is

i
p{z} -

az

2
i

- ---Z (inz-_)

2_
e

B.5

then

Exponential Variables

Let u i be a uniformly distributed variable on the interval (0,i)

-in u i

Yi =

has an exponential distribution. Theprobabillty density function for y is

p{y} = %e -ly ,0 < y < _ t _ > 0,

B.6 Gamma Variables

Let Yi be an exponential varlable, then

P

g = E Yi
i=l

is a gamma variable with distribution parameters _ and p, G(l,p) . In this

manner one obtains only those gamma variables for integral values of p. These

will be sufficient for almost all simulation analyses. However, if further

gamma variables are required then additional techniques must be provided. The

probability density function for g is

%P -Ig gp-l,l > 0 , p _ i .
P{g} - r(p) e

B.7 Beta Variables

Similarly one can obtain beta variables for integral values of the

two parameters as the following ratio,

where

gl
b =

gl + g2

gl is G(l,Pl),

g2 is G(l,P2) ,
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then b is B(Pl,P2). The probability density function for b is

r(pI + p2 ) bPl -I P2-I

p{g} = r(Pl)r(P2) (l-b) , 0 ! b ! i .

B.8 Weibull Variables

If u is a uniform variable then

in u 1/a

w=(_ -_)

is a Weibull variable having the probability density

a-i -Aw a
p{w) = a_ w e
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Appendix C

Description of Performance Variation Analysis Programs

C.I. Introduction

The three performance variation analysis programs as discussed in Appendix

A and in Section 3 of this report are described in further detail in this Appendix

as to specific inputs. The description assumes that the reader is familiar with

the FORTRAN programming language. A user of these programs must be able to write

the FORTRAN subroutine for computing the performance attributes as a function of the

independent variables. This subroutine is used in conjunction with the main programs

listed in this Appendix to perform the desired calculations.

A simple example is used to illustrate the inputs and outputs for each

program. A listing of the programs is given at the end of this Appendix. To the

extent possible the programs were written to be compatible with respect to input.

C.2. Performance Variation Analysis - Simulation

General Description

This particular program starts with a set of mathematical models relating the

performance attributes of interest to the part and interface characteristics of the

element or equipment under study. The distributions of the independent variables are

given or specified. In case a multivariate normal distribution is assumed, the

correlations between the variables are read as input when they are different from

zero. The independent variables are generated at random using the appropriate

generator subroutine and the values of the performance attributes obtained. These

performance values are ranked in ascending order, and the moments and related

characteristics of the sample performance distribution are computed. Either an

Edgeworth series or Laguerre polynomial is fitted to the sample distribution and the

percentiles of the performance distribution are computed corresponding to certain

performance values.

Input Description

i. The first card has the starting value, XN, for the random number

generator. Format (FI0.O.)

2. This card gives the number of models (not more than five) followed

by a four letter identifier for each model. Format (12, 5A4).
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3. This card provides the actual numberof variables and the number
Of correlated variables for eachmodel, and the numberof simulation
trials for all models. Format(1115).

4. Thesecards contain information necessaryfor a readable output. The
first contains the namesof the distributions of the randomnumber
generators (each limited to twelve characters). Thesecondhas

the namesof the two polynomial fit routines, namelyEdgeworth
andLaguerre. Format (20A4).

5. Thevariable input cards contain nominal and deviation values,

a parameter name, and a random number generator call value.

The call value is the argument for a COMPUTED GO TO statement

and calls the appropriate generator subroutine. Format (2EI0.4,A4,14).

Those variables which have non-zero correlations with other variables

must be read in first.

6. If there are correlated varlables,the values are read as an upper

triangular matrix. Format (16F5.0).

C.3. Performance Variation Analysis - Sensitivity and Moment Analysis

General Description

The sensitivity and moment analysis program begins with a mathematical

model for each of the performance attributes and nominal and expected extreme

values of each of the part and interface characteristics. From this information

it computes the first and second partial derivatives by numerical methods, measures

of sensitivity, worst-case limits on performance, and measures of the adequacy of

a linear and a second-degree Taylor series approximation.

Input Description

i. Model identification is on the first card. The number of models,

not to exceed i0, is followed by four letter model descriptors.

Format (12,10A4).

2. The next card gives the variable information for each model. The

number of variables for each model, not to exceed 20, is in format

(i012).

3. These cards are identical to the cards described in the simulation

program. The nominal and deviation values (one-half the expected

extreme deviation values) are in the same format and the variable

name should also be given, (2EI0.4,A4).
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4. The correlations betweenal___ipalrsof variables are read in as an
upper triangular matrix. Format(16F5.0).

C.4. PerformanceVariation Analysis - Interaction Analysis

General Description

The interaction analysis program starts with the mathematical models,

nominal values and expected extreme deviations of the independent variables,

a statistical design procedure for generating the levels of the independent

variables at which the performance values are to be obtained. The performance

values are used in a least squares analysis to obtain a second degree relation-

ship involving linear and product terms of the form

Y = b + b x + b x + b x x .
0 Ii 22 1212

The sensitivity of the performance attribute to the independent varlables is then

obtained by a procedure similar to that used in the previous program. The sensi-

tivities may not agree precisely with those given by the moment and sensitivity

analysis program as the latter uses five points as opposed to two for the inter-

actlon program.

Input Description

i. Card one is for the number of models, Format (12).

2. Card two specifies the total number of independent variables (NV)

and the (alphanumeric) name for the dependent variable. Format (12,A4).

3. The variable cards specify the nominal values and deviations of each

independent variable, as well as its (alphanumeric) name. There is

one card for each variable. Format (2EI0.4, A4).

4. This control card indicates the number of variables (NVT) to be

used in the interaction analysis (NVT _NV) and the number of variables

whose levels are to be computed (NVU). If NVT = NVU, all combinations

are considered; otherwise NVU < NVT. Format (212).

5. Card five indicates, by subscripts, the variables selected for analysis.

The number of values appearing should be NVT in format (2012).

6. Card 6 is omitted if NVT = NVU. Otherwise it specifies, by subscripts,

the NVU variables to be computed. Format (2012).
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C.5.

Cards 2-6 are repeated for each model. The deviations specified on

Card 3 are doubled for the least squares analysis. That is, the upper

and lower limits considered for each variable are the nominal values

plus and minus twice the deviations given on Card 3.

Illustrative Example for Input and Output

A second degree polynomial was chosen for illustration of these programs.

Y = I + 2Xl+ 2X 2 + 3XlX 2 + 4X_+ 4X_

There are two independent variables, X I and X2, and one dependent variable Y

denoted by POLY in the program input. One hundred (i00) simulation trials were

performed assuming X I and X 2 are normally distributed with means I0 and 5 and

standard derivations 0.2 and 0.05, respectively, and correlation 0.5. These same

inputs are used in all three programs.

In the interaction analysis program one needs to indicate which independent

variables, from those available, are to be used in the analysis. In the specific

example there are only two such variables and both of them are used as indicated

by inputs 4 and 5. If there were I0 variables in all and only five variables

to be used in the analysis, e.g. variables numbered I, 3, 5, 8, and I0, then

input 5 would be these numbers in the appropriate format and input 4 would be

NVT = 5 and NVU = 5 provided all 25 combinations of the 5 variables were used.

See Addelman (1963) for methods of statistical design of experiments for using a

fraction of 25 runs. The inputs and outputs for the three programs are listed on

the following pages. The outputs are compatible to the Bunker-Ramo 340.
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L;

C

C

L:

L_

J

C

L;

P-_Fg_P4ANC_ VAr_IA'fIu,'v A_ALY_Ib - blmULAIIu4

U I r.l __i_.-_i u N _-,| ( v ), r_V { 3 ), J1 ( ">) , bYJ_(d) ,_Y2(3) , bYJ (b), 5Y'4(5)

1, _L;P ( ),'-,) , T_'i(/j) , TSO(EtJ) ,HU(2U ) , A (,-.i,llJ ) , IRAND(, 2U ) ,_'_0(20,2U ) ,K(yO,

2 /_._), dR ( .-c-) ,D(2u ) , _N ( ;P-LI) ,NS (z'_O),ff55( 2U,20 ) ,H (1C)L) ) , Y(IO0,1) , AMuI(b ) ,A

oM,,2(5),AMuS(b),AMu4(b),blb(')),GAMI(9),GAMZ(5),sTD(5),Z(5,1_),F-LPH(

4),IS),AM(_,J),A(2U)

CUM "ION U_, X'_, LL)OP, Z, GAMI, LjAM2, AMUI, AMU_-, S[ G, ELPN, F LAG, X

]NPU[ d6,,_'XAL LI_FU_MATION

X_ .... S[._r4TI,'_L_ V_LU6 FUr( HA,'_UOM _,_Ur,_J_:RG_NeN&TUR

_'_,I .... Nd,"li_ Of _4(]U,":L

Nv .... _'_LJ,"I_[--_UF VAKIA_Lt .(IN mObEL

Ji .... NU{'I_ Of" COKKrLAI,':U VA_CIAHLFS I_"; dOlj_L

LIdl r_u,,,IBt-R HI_ UATA PUI_TS I0 _t GEINEr<ATEt.]

A ..... S,JHNuUTIN_ ._IAM_S (ALYHA_',IUM_HIC)

A,_ .... DIST_IdUIIJN ,_AMI.-:5 (ALPHANuMEHIC)

T,_ .... NiJMINAL VALUES

T_O. . u_VIATlUi,_ VAL,)_5

H _ VARIAbLw _'_AC'I_b (ALHHANOMF-RIC)

] YA_J_) HA,,_OUM ,_br_:_rx CALL VALJE

_-A ; -#_,XIv

_-AJ hO,NM,(HI (I),I=I,NM)

R.TAJ OO, ((A(I,J), I=I,3) ,J=1,1U)

,IrA.) gg,(_A_(I,,J),J:I,5 ,I=I,Z}

_,,'_=L[ M1

LI _c : iJ

LUL)h'=_)

D'J 1 I=L,NM

5YI_ ( I ) =u .

by_(1)=U.

bYJ( ] )=t'°

bY4(I)=O.

_Jt_ l J=I,NM

5CP( I ,J)=fl .

1 Cu,'41 I'_!Ur

[J'J 31 I=I,NH

K:Nv( I )

Do IOOJ'-I,K

l-(h( J )= '],

bu l 00'" = 1, K

r(( J, "l):u.

_hO(J,M)=U.

_bb_.J,M)--U .

I,:,.)C()NI INOt':

INPUT ,_OMI_,.AL _NL, Ij6VI4TJu"_ VALUE:5

R_A,J ?J,(TP)(J),TSD(J),Hu(J),I.A,vU(J),J=I,K)

_ I _T OZ

0'_ 2 J=I,K

M= [,xAYIL)(J)

P_I,'_T 5'3,J,'-ID J),TN(J),TSD(J),A(I,rl),A(2,M),A(3,M)

Z CON FI'_U_

J?=Jl( I )

IF (Jl( I ) )5,b,3

,5 Jz=Jl( I )

IN#UT CO.H_LATIONS

HPAu b6,((RHO(_,M),M=N,J2),N=I,J2)

P_I,_T 57

Du 4 MM=2,J2

M:MM-I
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C_LL bL-Ir_'l(MlmO,J2.r _)

9 L=H

w-I _T 5V,(Hb(M),M:I,K),Hi(i)

_',HJJ",t RAN,JOM .)[_T_I._uTIU,_ SUb_UUTI!_IE

AgWu CALCULAI__ PAr_AMbTF_Ix VALUP_

o L=L+I

U_' 10 J=I,K

1-_: J.N_,_Ib (a)

(Ju [0(7,8,9,10,ii,1/-,16,14), It(

7 CP, LL t_,_I FF_(± )

G,.J IO 1")

C_LL _O_i'l(AmG )

G(J li.) I_

"] CALL LNuRM(.IRG)

G J [0 I_

I:1 ,']_,L:_ ,-x.,-'r,I(T,-_t_TA,A_b)

11 C_LL. _I_I(T_ETA,AL_HA,Ar(_)

6_i [ :) Ib

]Z C;%LL ,,A,-!,'IA(T_-IITIA,LA/'IF]A,ARG)

GU I 3 i_

L_,, l O 19

i4 C_L u q_IS,_(,,_DF,AR_)

I_ C'.,NT I ,,:d_

I; ( J1( I ) )Ph ,21,, 17

O(J)=_l.

O( J } =!j (j)+_m (M)-_N( M, J)

O;i _9 J=l,J?-

w,,j(j)=,)(J)

1_ Cu_[INU_

i.ALC!ILATr- I',_woT L;H_Cm

} i] i __£ J=I,K
r(_(J) = TM (J) +tXN ( J)-_T 5[j( J )

D_; _2 J=!,K

IX_ ( J ) ='_b ( J ) +r(t_ ( ,J )

J3U 2_ ,-i=l,K

Ui_ 12.5 J=l,rk

X(,J) : _N(J)

I(_) CuN [ INUF:

C_LL mUUEL( I,Y(L,I))

P_II_T 6U, (H,'_(M),M=I,_),Y(L, |)

Li.wc : LINE + (_+16)/b

I F (L I NE-44 )31Li, 3bO,,IU 0

_|U IF (LIM1-L)_J,/3,0

/6 Cd,",li INUr_

LI,t_ : (J

LhJ 2_4 J=I,K

RbS(J,J)=bQ_T((RSb(J,j)-Rb(J)*_b(J)/A_I)/(AN-I,))

R_(J)=r_b(J)/AN

/_ CaNTINU_

P_ I ,T ol
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0.1 _ J=I,K

,,,, tP_,I _r ')'3,J,MtJ',J),I<_(J),,_Sb(Jp,J),A(I,M),A(_',I_),A(5,k4)

ll- J2)31 ,._1,2e-,

.,r_ _]c. 2_.J=l,J2

{ , ._8r1=1, J2

I_-( ]-"!)_7,2,_, 7 7

/l rt_3(J,r4)=( (_<Sb(J,m)-rtb(J)_bC3(M)'::'AN)/(A;'4-1.))/(_5_(J,J )'r'_Sb(M,M) )

,'d CJ_T I i',;iJ_-

D,J _.V J=l,d/

_-,b(. J, J) =I ,

. Y C._,'_l I IUt::

H,4 I 4T 57

J;JJ-]

PKJN"[ b_, (KbS(JJ,M),Fi=].j,J)

".U Ct:NI l:JUb

,',]. ,Jl [ J. i_Ji'-

r'{i<A'JL_l lit":_r"_l' d<.qT IIATA IN _,bbr-r,[J.[,_!,_ URij_H

i], ,.3 -;N:I , Nm_

i'k_ : 1

_{l):Y[l ,"J)

[}{i _7 I:2,LIH]

,',Z g(1)=Y(I,_ ')

"..'_Kr =t

L,_; t O ,t ?

J: I -,.1

[l- ('t(,])-Y(I,r',l) ).th, Jo,,')b

.,-) .-It J-,-'].):i,(j)

_(.J)='_Cl ,_J)

.;,_ I_(J÷I)=Y ( I ,,,_)

I)_, ",_ L=I.,LIMI

r( I ,r_;=t_( I )

.._ C,_;Ir I*idF

r',_ I ,*T 0,'_, (Hi ( I ) , I :1, :',IN)

!)_ qL] i:_.,Lir'}l

r-'_ :FL o,_ T ( I ) IAII

L IU'T =L I I_E +I

I)"( L .[ 'IE- 44 ) ,S4 H, .'_4 L,, ._J_0

t.,,] _l"sT 5_'t)

L I .',1- : H

5-u _l ,_T h_, l,vth:,(Y(l,N),i1=l,N,'.l)

.. J C/-'tTI,_d_

Ijtj '42.. ,_:[,L JMl

IJl_ 41 l=l,N,'l

TY =Y(N, I )

Y1 = FY*TY

SY2( I )=bY2( i )+YF

S¥6{ [ )=bY_5( I )+Yl *TY

b'_4{I)=.':,Ya(t )+Yf.*YT

U_ '41 J=I_,Nfl

5(.P(I,J)=SC,"(I,J)+Y(N,I)*Y(,_,J}

-.L C_'_4[ INUr

C,ALCULATF blbIRIPsuTIUN MU{IcNTb

[](, ,46 I=I,NH

AIiUL ( I )=S_'I( I )/AN
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4.-'g

140

A_U<'(!)=O.

A,'+U,_ ( ] )=0.

D_420t_=l , L l f'11

Y{;=Y (N, ] )-ArIUI([ )

Y(: S,_I= Y C _ Y L;

A _''LI;;'( I ) = AMU2 ( I ) +YuSIJ

A_'_U,I (]):AhU3( I )+YCSiJ*YC

A,'_U4 ( I ) =ANUz4 ( I ) +YL;SI,IeYc:)Q

CUNT INU_

SIG( I )=_(_h'T(Ai'!U;4(l )/AN)

GAMI( | ) :AMU._, ( I )/(biG( I ) _AMU_ ( | ) )

6AMZ( I ) :ANti4 ( I )/(AMU2( it) _"A,_U2 ( I ) )

bTD(1)=bQ_T(A_'_UZ(it)/(AN-I.))

CL_¢41 ]{'uU[-"

i]t) 44 [=1,NI4

UiJ _4 J=I,l'Jvl

soP( I , J)=(SC#( I , J)-AMUI( I )eAMUI( J)_-AN)/(AN-1. )

C, ,:,J'fI _,!U t-

F',-.I N T _,

Pt.l.,IT o(_,

_,x I NT _,7,

Pr_ I 'iT '_(_,

P_ li_T h'.V,

_ It_JT 7b,

v'_ I,_T 11,

P_" I _T 7;<_,

_I (it),I=I,NM)

Af'_UI(1),I=I,NM)

A,.IU2 ( I ) , I =1, N;"I)

Ar'IU3(l ), I:I,N_)

Ai'!.,U4( I ), I =1,,_I)

STD( I ), ] =I, Ni'1)

G.MI(I ),I=I,N'4)

Pr 1.4T 7_,HI ( I ) , ( SCP( I ,J} , J=1 ,N_'})

Cf;NX I NUt'-

Z( I , 1) =A,"Ibl ( I )-3. {'STO( It)

DU146J=d, 13

•'( I ,J)=/( I ,u-] ) +U.5_STU( I )

Ct,N [ ItNUt

LHIJL)S_ SUU_OOTIN_- TO FIT uISTHIBUTION OF _'IUD_L

I_" (6AM1( I )-U.b14b,46.47

_t:, C,_N[ I NUt-

CALL EDGE(I )

LJP=I

6U fO 4b

• +2 Cbhl [ It NU_"

C_LL LAOU_ ( I ,AN, SY2( I ) , 5Y,i( I ) • 5f4( It} )

LL.P=2.

'*e P_I_IT 7-b,HI(1),(Ah(LOP,J),J=I,o)

9_ ! ';T 7L, (Z ( ], J) ;FLWH( I ..J}. J=l, 15)

•"+9 C t,,'_F it_ tl t.-

PL. NCH 9h. XN

_,d Ft!h_,4A1 ( i 2, hA4)

bl Fc_r_ <IAT ( :t115 )

",,.I FL!K.'IAT (ZE10 . 4, A4 , lX , I 6)

h4 FoR_iAT (6HOP;,ODEL,I3,2H, ,A4,1OX,IDHVAR.

1.b_, VH [;E V I A T I ON, b X, 12HD it5TH I #UT I UN )

-;,.t)

_7

r,U

r2

lb_,bHI/N ,b(7X,A4,_X))

_'-{ FfiN,_AT(14,FIO.3, bE14.4)

("5 FOHMAT(_M-MOME'I_ITS/IOX,t)(TX,A4,4_,))

(,6 FURI4AT (10NO FI_ST,SE15.0)

NAMES,DX,I_HNOMINAL

Ft_H4AT(lgX,|_,6X,A4,VX,E12.b,oX,E11.5,4x,_A4)

FOR;qAT(16FS.0)

FGNMAT{lgMOINPUT bORRELATitUNS//)

FOH4AT(IH ,20F5.3)

F(H_AT(1H-,SX,8(SX,A4_X)/sk,_(SX,A_,_X)/8(5X,A4,JX))

F(I_,4AT(1HO,bX,HE12.4/5X,SeI2,4/SEI2.4)

FON_AT(12H-INPUT CH_C_)

Fu_MAT(IN-)

FUR_IAT(41H-OEPENDENT UATA L[STEu IN ASCbNDING ORDER,//4H

VALUE,

I ,
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,,7

7 U

/1

J.-Z

5; _ul

F_bR4AT (IOHO 'bkCL, HIJ, bEJ. b .£)}

F_,R4A'f (10r_O TH1vb,b_15.t_)

F _pK,'IA] (l Oh() F llUr" IFil, b_ib, _ )

Fur(,,iAT(_IOHObTu. DrY. ,'_Zb,6)

FL r(;,IAl

F {,rY,iAl

[-E:R=,IA T

FL,_I_ AI

F uK:*IA1

bl OF'

i0_0 S_,_wNt bb,bclS.t))

]_]Hd KuF_ l[i,_Ib,bEl_. o )

66HoVAr'iA_'4L, E - cuVA_IANCE

I Ht'i,,5X, A ,4,c'X, ")P_1"_. 0 )

2,,_H-HEr, CbNIA(_ _'dl_Tb FOFY

bHb f =,Fll,.b,lo_l F (z.)

_-l(i.b)

1_4-II)

MAIHI×, OHHEK, IZ)

,A4,4H _y ,J_g)

=,LlS.b)

,bu_,'_dbTiNb _-On _'U_C[Iu_'_AL FUkm UF W_RFO_MAN[;E" ATTr_IMUI'Eb

5U_LJL_T INP ,'idI,_L( 1 , Y)

C _.,'4 "40 _,, L,R,X_'_,LUI)P,/,G#,_I,UAM2,A"_UI,_MU2,SIG,_LPH,FLAG,X

I_] [ I_1_ It h 1Ljl_ IJK (2) , Z ("), 15) , GAMI (b) , GAMd (b) , ArILJ]. (b) , AmUX (5) , :5 I G (3') ,

jl-I VM(b,l,J) , x (...iJ)

[:1
Y'-i . +2._:-(x (]) */,(2 ) )+3.*X(1)*X(2)+4.*(x (_);_X ( I )÷X C,_') ;,"X(Z) )

b_r_buTIN_ bQk i_l ( Kr- U, $_,. hc_

Ijl 4_r_bILN R_,O(21_, db) ,_ (ZO, _U >

i,)_J_ ] :1 ,1"

I.q ,'t J=j ,N

r_ =!.

i I[-(_,K-I)_, 5,,S

_,,',: ,',,K + i

_-_, [() 1

,S JF (J-])r',4,7

4 l_ (,-")_,,': ,_

"_ P"I,_T lu,I,J,W(I,J)

o _ I ,J):.b_l (P)

7 _x( I,J):F-/_(I ,I )

C(_N ( Ii'_UF

r_(Tor(N

ib F_HAT(_H-b. LEi",KNT 2[3,1xHIS EQdAL TO ,E15.6)

_,J_r_uLJT I NE: u_N I F #1( I',, )

ill MV:_b I [,N U_c (2) , Z ( b, 13 ) ,GAI'll (5) , GAM/(b ) , AMUI (5) , AFIO2 (b) , S I l_ (_)) ,

C L,,'I*_U N UH, X_',,LULIP, Z, GA,'11 ,hAM2, AINU1, AMU2, SI G, ELPH, F LAG

du 1 I:I,N

Hb :,56. *xN+IuI.

Xe :HC/_O48.

Mb:XP

U I" : i'1,,J

tJ_( I ):XP-b,_

_,'_=_C-UPedU48.

l_ (FLAG)l,1,2

Cb,IT I NUE

_t-TuRN

Ur_ ( I ):CUR( 1 )-C, ._ ).4. 0

FLA,_=f).b

F(F-TuHN
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SuB-OUT I Nlr _ONM (ONE)

DIMcNbll'N U_(_') ,Z(b, 16) ,GAMI(b) ,GAMd(5), AMUI(_), AMU2(b) • 51G(b),

1ELPH(b,13)

CuMdON UN, NX, LL)OP, Z, GAMI, BAM2, AMUI, AMU2, SI G, ELF_H, FLAG

if- (LOi_P)I,1,2

I CALL UNIFM(7_)

Gb=-2. *ALUG (U_ ( i ) )

G._: _QwT ( GS )

H:6 ,2_,_I Hb*tJl_ ( __)

ONE:G_*COS (*i)

Lt,L)r":I

ri,.-T ur_N

()rH-= TwU

LOOP:I)

_R_TuMN

E,'..U

bL.H_OUT INb bAMMA(THETA,N,A_G)

OIMci_bl(-N Uv(2) , ZLb, 13) ,GAMI(D) ,GAM.,'(5), AMLII (b), AM02(5), SIG(5) ,

ELPH(5,13)

C L,_'IMON L.R, XW, LuUH, L, GAMI, (:,AM2, A.'IUI, AMU2,5 I G, ELPH

G: d.

D_J i l:1.,,r,

CALL bNIFM(1)

G--G+ALOL- (U_ (I))

CuN T INUE

Ar(G : -b*TH_TA

N__TURN

bu_OUTINb aEI_(TbbTA,ALPMA,A_b)

DI_NblUN U_(k),Z(5,1JJ,GAMI(D),GAM4(5),ANdI(D),AMUz(b),SIG(_),

1EL_(5,13)

C_ HMU," UN,X_,LUUP,Z,GAMI,GAm2,AMU1,AMu2,SI_,ELPN

CALL EXPN(TdETA,AbG1)

A_G = A_G1 * * (1./ALPHA)

bNU

DIMcNblE, N UN(y),Z(5,10),GAMI(_),GAM/(b),AMUI(b),AMUz(b),SIG(_)o

lbLP_(5,13)

C{ MMO(_ bR,XN,LUUP,Z,GAMI,GAM2,AMUI,AMU2,SIG,ELWH

CALL UNIFF(1)

AKG=-ALOG(U_(1))*TM_TA

_TURN

E,_D

5ud_UUTINb LNU_M(ARG)

DIMENSIUN UR(2),Z(5,13),GAMI(5),GAM@(b),AMUI(5),AMU_(b),SIG(5),

1ELPM(b,13)

CdMMON uR,XN,LOOP,Z,GAM1,GAM2,AMU1,AMU2,SIG,ELPH

CALL NOrM(ONE)

A_G = EXP(ONE)

HbTuNN

E,_D
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SuH_OUTI_E _ETA(T_PTA,N,AKG)

bI M_NSI(JN U_(2), Z(b. 15) ,GAMI(5), GAM2(5), AMUt(_) ,AMUk_(b), SIG(9),

]ELPH(h,13)

CIIM,_ION L,R, Xl_, LuuP. Z. LjAMI, UAI_2, AMUI, AMU2, S i G, ELPH

CALL GAF_MA (THETA,N,ARGI)

CALL GAi_MA ( THE T A, i_,AHb_ )

A_G = AMG1/(AHGI+AHG2)

RbTu_

Bu_I_OuT INI- bill auI

OIMENblL;N UF<(d),Z(5,1J),GAMI(b),GA_I/- (b),AMdI(5),Ai'IUE(5).'SIG(b),

IELPH(_,13)

COMMON uR, XN, L O_]P. Z, GAI_I, GAMg, AMUI, A,'IU[, S[ G, FLPH

A_G:O.

O_, 1 !=I,1_

CALL NOHM(A_GI)

AF_G = AhG + AHGI _ Ar(bl

£ CLaN / I _Ub

NF:_TUHN

E" h_ L]

_uBKOUTI _lk _L)uE(J)

D I M_;_I_ IuN U,(2),Z(5,13),P_ABI(b),GAME(b),AMUI(9),AMUE(b),SIG(9),

].ELP_I(5,13)

Cu M._ION uR, Nx, LOuI_, Z , GAML, n AM2. AI_,UI, AMU2, S I__,ELPH, F LAG

YI = ,i_+i12n21

Y? : .O_8e4L127

Y6 = .I)_74/5649

Y4 = .OUO3V44e

Y', = .OO3_'Sv75

Z.r_ = (Z(J, I)oA,'IIJl(J))/b[G(3)

,'3 : Z_ * Z_

LI- : AHb(Lr_)I] .41_2_

LI"3 = Zr * LP_-

D'-I',IOM = (]t .+YI*LP+Yd*LPE+Y3*LP3+Y_*LP'x*z-PP_÷YS*ZP2*LP$,)**_

T_N,_I = 0.9 * [l.-l,/Dt;_O_l)

Tr,_:'12 = O.3VRc_* EXF'(-_2*O.5)*((-GAMt(J)/6.)*(Z_-I.)

I+(GAM2(J)-3. )/_)4._:-(,%._Z_-Z3)+GAMI(J)*GAMI(J)

:*(l._.*Za-z?*Zo-15.*ir_)/72.)

IF (ZR)I,I,2

1 FLP_(J,]) = O.b-Tt_r'_I+TERM_

G( TO J

Z tLHm(J,])= 0.5+TFi_MI+Tt,{M2

ix!-T u RI\,

k,,; 0

buid_ObTINb LAGUH(J, AN, 5Y2.SY3,5Y4)

DI MP_NSI(iN U_(2) ,Z(5,13) ,GAMI(b) ,GAME(5), AMU1(5) ,AMU2(5) .51G(_),

]ELPH(_,lJ)

CUMMON UR, NX,LUOP, Z,GAMI,GAM2, AMU1, AMU2, SIG, ELPH,FLAG

ALP : AkUI(J)/AMU_(J)

ALM = AFoUl(J} * ALP

LAMuA : ALM

AP'O : LAM[JA

TPSI : 2.*(ALPI-AMD)

IF ( TEBT-I. )1,2,2

l IF (AMII)3,_,J

Z AMD=AMD+I.

LAML}A=LAMDA+I
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J LAM=LAML)A-I

AL2:ALP*ALP

U_41=(AMD+I. )*(AMU+_.)

D_N2=DENI* (AMU*3.)

OFNJ=DEN2*AMD

V_=bY_ / AN + AMUI(J)*AMUI(J}

_i = ( AMUI ( J )*ALP-AMD )/AMD

BY =(V2iAL_-/,*(AMU+I.)eAMUI(J)'=ALP÷AMDe(AMO*I. ) }/(2.*AMD*(AMD+I.

l))

_=((-_Y_/AN)*ALP*AL2-_.*(AKU÷_. )*V_*AL2+3.iDEr'I':'AMUI(J)

I*_ L_-AMD*ItE_I)I(O.*AMb*UEI'II)

B_=((bY_/AN)I_L2.:-pL_-4._(AMb+3.)*(_YS/AN)':'ALP

I*AL/+(,.':'(AMh+2. )* (AMU+6. ]*V2*AL/-4.':'DEN2*A_UI(J)

Utl _ I=1,13

X=Zt I)*AL_

IF (LAM)4,4,b

4 TrR,_I=-I.

COE:I.

G_, I0 7

CuE=AM[I-I.

T_R_I=-X**LAM

T---RI-_= T_hMI-COE*(X**(LA_-_))

IF (r,-LA_)0,7,7

C_ _=C[,E_ ( AML.-- ( FLOAT ( K ) +1 . ) )

O CL,_'_T IFJUE

7 T_-N=_2---_I+_*(-X+AMb+I. )+_3*(-X*X+2.,"(AMD+2. )

I*_-t)ENI)+_4* (-X**3 +3,*(Am{)+3, )*X'X-3.*

(_U+3.)*(A_'U*2. )*X+DF';_2)

_L_(J, I )=I.+_Xw(-X)*(T_MI+(x**LAMDA)*TERM2)/COE

_ TURh

E_'.D
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P, ,_-_}h_I_NCE V_!_[AI ltJ,_ A,',IAL_r,'_Ib - bt::,'_bi r iVtTY _NLJ I'_tJl'lLl.] " ANALYbI",

;,l "',_-"L'-.q t."L .:"L'I),'i.hU(_d),IL(_BJ,IUt2H)

;I i ' "-",:_ L _'.4 "ft_ , [()),h._(2d) , I m ( _[j , i,i ) , I bt) ( _[I , ].ll ) , PIU ( ,." U , ).U ) , .,_,,j [ 21 j

i ) ,,\r4t,N('_l ) ,_r_(].LI),HJ. (1U) ,FP'Y(4[I) ,SHY(211) ,)IL(Zu) , XH(Z0)

i) l,,_r-_h[L N X(,P ) ,t_r.l./(2U,/(1) , VC(_i,pU)

i, I _'_" N> i L, 14 "ImLL C/ll) , fbUUt 2lJ)

L,t P' LJ ¢'

i I_M() ] I I'qF L,_l" ;\ / [ Ul\f

I tl_;,').. , I_UP'l_'l_ _' L)i" "iUitbLb

l-i .... P'I (.; [) _ L. ,_ A _'1 t" _ ( AL P'_Al_U"lt- d i £: )

I' M . . , , '4U,_l_['-hi LJ_" WAr_Avi_]p_ [_l t":_ACH MUL)_L

] " I * . . . ]'3 * I"_ I_ ,Vl P" [ [: H ",L:Fg _ P. qL V&L(,_

lhL , H#_i_APl[-" Ii-l_ ,_LViA( [Or_ v#,Lt._E

_'{# .... H_,f,,q!'._Tl:'_ :.,_M_- ( A L t'_ r! A i,_ UI _t:h: [ t_ )

h.'{ . . F_N_MrTp_ L, ur_f'rLA] Iu',IS

r_:_*. _'/,,[.J_",', (t,i (o),j:-L,Li"_F)

,-, ,_ . ,:?, (wk(1), [=.1,Lit. C)

I _i l : .J = :_ , L '_'+ ,"

,,..,,(j)

r_ ....... ,, (]Pi(i ,._), ib

l ,', =i iP2

_c i1.,', oral,Lit /

.,/. : ,-,tjj)

/ n. ti):[r (i,J)

r_,[i r 1",_'1 (d)

r-;LL--] .

IL=1.

r-Tc:] .

',' I _=YI_

_l.- i:], ,_i

" ( I )=_rm( _ )-._,;_T%{,( ] ,J)

llc ii,; ,_ :i , "_

'.< ( I ):,_,(i)+T.'-,)(I,.J)

I' ,_i i,Jml,i'IM

C_LL _JI'#L (J, Y [h)

,) C< _ ]:':U,'-

_, ( )=[:',(|,J)

F,- r I):U,u

t_ I DJl ( J , J ) ) 2/i_, 1(i _, _z IJ

uAL. CUL_I r mL-mi VAI I Vimb

F-Y [) :(( _(I,4)-Y(i,K))_:_',/O,-(

>_ I i) :(Y { i ,g )-F._Y( i ,,_;+Y ( i ,/)

't t J. ,/) +'f ( i ,1 ) )112. J/ (]bU( I ,J)*l:_u

i (,. ,_l t['J_

CALCt:LA ft _Na[l ivITY

.>, _(I) = FP'_(I) *TblJ(I,J_*.K.IY

A:,,J,_(I ) = bkY([ ) *I_u( I,J)*I_U

P, I _T '_,_,_[]([,J),'r(t, ),Y(i,z),Y(

] t I ) , &lidl'4 t i )

..... L._:I-NLU+A,,_(bbN ( i ) )

r <LL:b.IL[.-A-<b(bkN( I ) )

I.)LL( I )=l.-bEIS( [ )

T_Ju( I. ) :i. +_EI'_ ( i )

[..L( II:I,-S_W( I )+ANUN I )

l:><sclJ=l,+br,_!( I )+AhLIAI i)

T( ( [,i=Y( [,_)/Y([,6)

lL.t l )=Y( 1,5;IY ( I ,,.$)

I.- _. l o : b xi i U * A l_ .',7 ( _Eil_( I ) ) +AI'IUN( i )

r.:IL:pI';IL-AP'b (SPrlt ] ;;+ANO¢_(I)

[;I,.li ]I'JUt-

tl,J),rlb{ i ,a), I:I,KJ

:l,m'_),i:i, _, ')

( i,b)-Y(l ,1))IIZ.)IISO(L,J)

( Y (i ,3)-4.*_t [,_)*a.*Yt i,o)-4.*

I,J))

1,5)

i,J)*2,/Y(t,3)

,.),Yt 1,6),FHY(I) ,bPY(|) ,b_N
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[;AI.CuL_Tr .bTar_i;AiXO Ill-vIAl lo_'J

i_. L,Si'I:I ,Nr,

I_ j ._1t1_ = I ,I_'

v,._ i ,K):R_'0C [,m)*Tbll(l ,.J)*T-_b_,r',d)

v[.(,_, I ):Vb( i ,h)

,.U t:_,"_ [ [ NOt-

,]_ I,S'LI =l , Nr,

:JrJ,_I_=I,_M

_I'.IY : bTuY+_'[ (I,I_)*FHY(1)*_PY_r,)

.,-1 (:_ 411_'Jdb

].]

.",id_ = bLQkT (ST;)Y)

m",L,J =PnlLd* Y ( 1 , ,t )

t':,,,,L L = _- ',"JL L _.:"Y ( 1, ,'_ )

r',', [ L =1-,'_ t L<-Y (I , ,t)

t'::, Tu=PN] OeY (I, J)

w_ .,.T I1,Y(I,,_)

_ ,_1 7b,bTbY

_LIr_'6T L, Ab_ LIril[b

;!_, ] 17 i--1 _',M

_,, 1 } 117

_L i ):_(|

L_L: T() 117

w,_(_ ):_+,(I )

AL ( I ) --K,X" ( i )

g_ ,l lr, dr_

XL (J):XL(i )

>_ _i):XH(1)

du zl IJ:i,_'1

i X_IJ):X.L (I J)

(,_LL rii_bt::L( J, wCL )

,-.:L--_CL

1,_. __d Ic:], ''M

d ^(|J):X_(JJ)

C_LL ,:OLEL(J, k CH)

,_Ii, uUTPu[

!_,_17,119

+2.*TSH(I,J)

-2.*TSu(I,o)

-2.*lbb(I,J)

+2.*ISL,(I,J)

•_ _--l,,tT 7_:,(._[:(I,J),XL(I),xh{I},I_'_(I,J),T_D(I,J),I=I, rJ'_)

wr, l ,_T 8{;

Pr, i ,_T 7,.I,H I ( J ) , ,uCL, ,_CI_, Y ( 1, o)

W_- i "T 79

,_r I :.,T IO,BI (J) ,eNIL,E_',Tu

wt- _:,T b]

w. I,.;T 7,<,HI (J),i-NLL,t'I_Ld

wr i,,,T 7t"

w_ }.,;T /,_,(H! (I,j),]L(I),T_LL_I),TSL(1),TU(1),T:_UU(I),I_(1),I=I,NM

i)

SI Jr'

___ _'i Ct "Jl i!,]dl "I

-,/ Fi _,,-,_l (1012)

_,m F_:','AI (it)Fb.O)

•-9 FL.,dAI (?EIO.O,A4)

uH FLm_<AI (12,1l_A4)

-4 F[ K*"AT ( IHb, A4, H_I2. _ )

?s FI:R,-taT(b41-,-I- IbsT AND bt::cl]l'_lJHA, TIAL UIr_-HIVATIVES (Y' A.'_U Y'') UF

],_-.,I__H ,_ITH i'(t-_;'ECT Tu ×/(_IX,bHHAi-,TIALS,It)X,IIHSENSITIVITY/'-)gH X

z Y ( X-2bX ) Y ( X-ib X ) Y ( X+IDX ) Y ( X+2DX ) Y ' Y

,)' ' LI hlvAH _wON-L IrJ)

/i Ft,K',AT( $'ghUALL A AT NuMIi'wAL, _ (X) :E13.5)

;'d Fbr:r"AT(IBh-_,;OwST CASE LIMlfb/bt)_ VALUE UF VARIA_LP AT Lb_weH LIMIT

1 t,'i AT UPP_-_ LIMIT ,IBX,IH,_,IbX,zHUXI(oX,A4,_24.5'E2tI't)'E;_-5'_I7

_'.b))

?,i FL_',41 (oX,A4,FZ4.D,h20._,E2_.b,_-I7._)

/',+ F (;r(:-:AT(4X, A_, ?X, 3hlS.b, 2X,,51zlb. b)

2"_ Ft_r"AT(17H(JbTL IJEV OF Y(X),bI4.5)

-/_ Ft,r(r'AT(b7H[JL:OUDNESS OF FII uSING l_i AND 2NU TERMb OF TAYLO_X bE_IE
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.LS/:_dH V_RIAt, L[ ,'5,4,_,l/H-,'f (K-_'Ut,)/ ¥(x) ,4t', /H1.-bt-NS'a)k'1-_H]'-SPNS+NON

L [.,_,4_,l,_H_(1+/.lix)l_ ( X),4X, 7H-L.+bE,_5,4_ ,]bHI.+bF_Nb+NUN L[N)

,,_ F_ ,<:',Al (C, 6HrJi,'JI_--EA(,I [UN CHp(:m bmil_b 151 #11l) ZNu Ub. tJ_PE TENi'!5 OF lAY

_LLL _{ 51-_iP:b)

_'u F{ ,_J'A](,',6hl}_'Ut, bl [ _,_- Lji'I] Ib Al',,JJ [',IU",JI_AI- V_i, Ub)

1 t-L m ,AT(bBP IN]hHgbl [UN CHb(:r, bbll_b l:':,1 L;t'{-;NtLE T_N_'lb OF [AYLOt_ bl:-:N[

; P,-- )

P-l, ,_

b:,_LIL,'[]_'_p ,-dl rL (/ ,Y)

!11 i-:',i%lU:',J )_(2! )

dL ,'L;!,' ,_

i:l

'_:1.+2.*:-(X(i )*_,(2))*o._X(3 )::-X(2)+4.'.:-(_(:1 );_x(1)+X[Z)_X(2))

I,-i !_
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•"4 C;k :_iI Iv.{Jt_

)h L "+) l=l,r_, _"

J_ t " ( i ,_) )i'>, [m,ll

il / Y, |.r,,)=X(l,",)

"_-_ [:_,Jl I,'_bi"

r=l T *>._, (Hl(J),l(J),iiZtJ),d:l,Nv)

bE ,tl l:l,h/

. i F'_ i .T_I, I, (H(] ,J),J=l,:_IvTJ

iJ! ,i i=I,N,-'

I", ',l J:I,N_. ' [

,_ =j.j(O)

_ Z L; _",)=Y(I,J)

C_-LL _0J _L( jJh,l_(j ))

_," t "T 5_, I , ( ¥1 [ , J) , J=$, 9VT) ,[Q( J )

r , Ci ::T ft.'UP

;c .7" J: 1 , I,_'_ 1

,/ '_, l.J}='i'(i,j)-_X(j)

,_, LUL' [=i, 2

_' Lt -:_+ _i(, I )

#-v I ,T 7Cl'i,ll,t

L;, k('3 d=_, .vl

b_ ',:ll . U

bl'_ : t} . {1

L' _ b_m:bi4_+Y ( I , J )*_ ( t ,J)

t'r l,l[ 21.!l,ht,(J) ,J,H,SF"i

7 I L._ :" i liJiJ["

,", ,, -ii=_.VT-!

i1,. Li],:_ d=1 ,,',Vi"]

j_ I :J+l

:I_ LII,_, t,:,pF_i i:.vT

hi 1:1] . 11

,,] , i:3 ,:_2'

_*.-_-__uri+Y[ I ,JJ -'_I( l,r .... ., , ,

Z4 ._ b.-2:ab2+_( I ,J)*Y(I,J)'.:Y( l,r_)*l I l,h)

H : bJ "1 / ._b_

bf ,_i z4* L))k ( U ) ".'_L_Z ( K ) / { ? • hi., fi_lbN )

H_,i<;T ?d2,Hn(j) ,Hhii_ ),J,K,_f,SE'f>_

li .3 Cl.'li Ii';UE-

bl ','IV

v r-(.'x,_Al (i2,A_)

12 F t:4.1AT (,_ElO. LI, Ab )

,,U Fi_.";C"IA'[ ( Z 0 I 2 )

-,U ,ct:K_iAT(2:61"4-1i",illzKAUTIU_ A"IALYSIb FUrY ,A4,//,gH VAtYIA_LI_,4X,I,_HNUMIN

ZAI. v ALLII- , 7X , 2t. lJX, / / )

".1 Ft;r_."_A 7 ( i 3,2^, 2U i 5 )

7Z FL_,'4r,AI('tH-/59i- AC'TUAL LEVELb u_ Xti'} Ar',li CL)_I4ESPUNt.)IrlU I-'EHFI.II4MANCl ..-

1 w ALUFb/ 4HO_O_, V(gX, A4) )

"-.9 FL.#'(_-,A((IN-Io_F, COi!k[] Li-VELb 01- IVE VA_I*L--.ILI4b X(I)/3bH u-LO,'I LI-:

JV_-I_ 1-HiGh Li-VE-L /4HLiHOi'i,l_'X,2'4uhOv-2 ARHAY UP VJ_IAtiLi::5/)

1'9 F{,K:'4AT(IH-/bO_ COrFFlOli=,'llS uv vAklA_Lkb AND THEIK bE,'_SITIVITIEb#/
14.vx, I?HCOI::Fi-|CI.'-NI_, 5X, J.IHbtN.S iT Ivl IY/ )

2i.U Ft,r_,'iAT(IoX,i'_HCLih;SIANT,11]X,2hB(,16,6_) =blzi.3)

-/_.i Ft_R_'iA'[(ICIX,A4ollX,2HrI(, lJ,c$_) =i-:14.'),E'-it).b)
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_r,f_Oh!_tAN(;E V#NIAI ILiN ANALYSIb - INIEf, A(,TION ANAL¥5]S

L.

t) i rl_-N5 I L,N Z(2Li) ,Dz (/b) ,HI (2U) ,JU(15; ,HH(15), XX (i_) ,UX(lm) ,×(2,1b),

iKr, (L-), lb) , M,h (_ ? ) ,M (_4, In) , Y ((9,4, 19)

IJiHrNb IL'N [_ ( t)4 )

CL,PI "ION z_ # _xJV

t:_,'.'_"¢:'_," i]F,'iuRIPl fuN OF INrLJlS _,_._-.r,-_._:-t,'--::-._._;.¢:-.¢_-

L'._:- :I i I_L HL=NUih_['I_ L)I- M(]b_-L.b.

g_:- ; hv=TuTAL NuNr_ OF VAKIAulLts,

bo ,- # Y--i)_-5[r_l'-l] NAPII- ',)F tJPPPNL)FI'4] VAr<IA_Lc.

t:,:" ," L(I )=l-Th ]Ni,hrr:NDFNT VAttIAI'4L_.

C_:" ,, LZ.,.I;'=.sTFP 5IZb L,F I-Tr, VARjA["JLt

L_" , _I_i)=i',_,l'iF UI" i-Th VAHIA_Lb.

.;-:- • _,V I= ;lLl'.'.lb_h L;F VANiA_Li'-b TIj hi:_ k,b[...-L I JN II':TPi'RACTIUN ANALYSIS,

(]<" . ' V[ _-,iL;,4d_-r_ OF VAbCIAHLEb TO _b bbnHbT_-o Or'IG[r'._ALLY, )"HA']" IS, TH_

'.j JUl'lH[-;4 OF r'tJb_._ j(J A_PI':AH iI, I_i_- _".AlfftX Ib 2e_l_vEJ.

C; _ IIP_ACTIOh {:db(J_". JU _5_OUl.!_ hAv_ _'_,1 _L_MEmTb.

'..,;- _ I,r.. i _ hi'; AKN_Y H,-,Vli.,[4 (!_V [-N_,U) _UV,,.._ AI'<[J I'.lVLI COLUI"INb. hACm

_" ,_Ob. LC#_I;) [llblCAlbb, b'f bbhoOMi_[b #ND r..llHPr_ A ZPr{O UN ONE

FOb t'iSLr_), [HH Fdh't',ULA kd_ b_:/AJ_',;Ii',b VALUPb [)F VA_IA_L_5

_,JT CtIP;p_iTi-b [-]lhr:[;1LY,

r,t A_ _ 4U,,_i",UbL

i_ 'l L'd 1JK:I , i"_hdbL

,.iF _,_ :I/, (Z(O),;J/(o),H] (J),J=l,_"_v)

L;ILL r;bUEL ( [Jt , YNbI._)

_ I- _, _, '+ iJ , i_l V T , [,j V U

t_r _ ell, (Ju(J),.J=] ,P,IvT)

tlt: .+1 r, ul,r,l,: r

PIE i--JiJ ( K )

H_ L*, ) =HI (KM)

X* tr',):L(:"h'l)

0,' ( _, ) :P, '_i:/ ( "if. )

/tl,_%):xX(r,)+[ X(K )

-i /,,t ,.C, r< ) = k X ( R ) -_A ( r% )

I'_ = ,_V{.t*']

It( ,VO-lqV1 )_,-+._,40

'+c.i I;/ i r, :r,,1 , Nv T

! _r _l,. _.0, (t K(J,AJ,u::l,i,_VO),_lb(b)

[H: o ,J=I,I'_V_,

I.::_ J/ ( ,_hL :," 2 )

Lit ,_ r,=]. , NML

Ir = 1 6,+;_

Jr =.l_ +r_

I}l ') }=[K,jr

r_E,J)=b

? Y_ ] , J)=/..(Z,.J)

Ir=I&+N

Jr. -- JK ÷N

tit +,-, I = !K , Jr,

,_ i ,j):l

6 Y(L,.J)=A(I,J)

IF (.4VU-t,,V T ) 4b, 4,:5,,qh

_+b lh, 4 t',=I"_I,N_'T

i](, q I=i,l+.2

r;.'-,: ;1:_ ( R )

f_,; / J=].,I'_VI_

IF (_',KIJ,K)) /,7,_

L:r,r, ( J, r.,)

r_['----'45 ÷M( I ,L)

7 C_.,N I I I_Ut-

N:,--rlLJI} ( I,IS , 2 )

:,4_I ,K)=NS
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B
-.,_ i-i,x_.IAl(I._,91-i,5,L_)

:,_ f"_.."C_IAT ( _ X, A_ , ";x, 2L- I J. b )

"L'-_ }

=, 2E:lo.'_ )

(':{-1,1J,_ .t",i,_V

Ij],"It-,_lUiM Z( 21; ) , X(_U )

Lit* J l=i_l_V

×_I)=Z(l)

(:E,,,It I _'_.JF-

Y---I. +P-. _-t _ ( I )÷_ _2 )+,.i,et(1)_-X(_

_i IJ r_i.s

F;.O

JF P:'_FO_,MA,_C@ ATTKI_-_uTE5

+4,*(X(z)*X(l)+_(z)*x(_
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